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I. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

This study was carried out under the auspices of the Monitoring Commission for

Desegregation Implementation appointed in September 1981, by the General Snperinten-

dent of the Chicago Public Schools. That Commission, mandated by Part I of the Student

Desegregation Plan BacommilndationLaazducatiginaLcanints was charged with

assessing the implementation of desegregation policies by the Chicago Public Schools. The

Commission viewed as priority the civil and educational rights of all children, but

especially those enrolled in bilingual and special education programs and those in

predominantly black and Hispanic schools unaffected by physical desegregation.

This is a report on fmdings intended to have been baseline data for a three year

monitoring study of the Chicago Effective Schools Project (CESP). The previous

Commission was encouraged by the renewed and expanded emphasis the Board placed on

the racially identifiable schools during 1983 and 1984 and implemented in June 1984 a

survey of twenty schools selected for intensive intervention under the Chicago Effective

Schools Project (CESP).

Several factors identified in the literature and incorporated in the Chicago's CESP

model suggest that the extent to which such factors are present in schools may explain why

some schools are more effective than others in enabling pupils to achieve mastery in basic

skills.

CESP specified the following factors: school leadership, school climate and disci-

pline, time on task or academically engaged time, the principal/teacher expectations of

student achievements, monitoring and assessment of student progress, parental involve-

ment, and staff development.

As a result of receiving a special one time windfall of $20,000,000 due to an amend-

ment offered by Congressman Yates, the Department of Equal Educational Opportunity

Programs (DEEOP) selected 107 schools to participate in CESP in the 1983-84 school year.

These schools exhibited the lowest levels of pupil achievement among all Chicago Public

Schools.

Once schools were identified, each school performed a needs assessment This

assessment was produced via a joint effort by parents, teachers, and principals. The

assessment portrayed the status of the school on the six effective school factors previously

listed.



After analysis of the needs assessment data, each school prepared an action plan

which identified both short and long-run objectives which if met would improve the

effectiveness of the school. Improvement in the overall quality, effectiveness, and equity

of the school's educational program was the immediate goal.

Effective schools in general raises student self-esteem. This occurs because expecta-

tions for student performance are raised and new, higher goals for student learning is

encouraged. All students are expected to master basic skills and those student who

demonstrate high achieving behavior are rewarded. Low levels of achievement are not.

Parents are expected to become more involved in the educational lives of their

children. In addition to being directly involved in forming the school's action plan, they

are involved in a highly structured parent development program. This program seeks to

provide parents with skills so they might provide active support for the total school program

and assist their student's educational program at home.

The principal of the building and the teachers as well must believe and act as if all

students can learn the basics. They must also believe that CESP can make a significant

difference in raising student achievement. Staff also must be willing to take the time to

participate in focussed staff development activities and to attempt to use what they learn in

the classroom. Staff also is expected to actively engage in planning sessions and to

actively seek out guidance regarding their teaching styles.

Thus, the Board's CESP was aimed at enhancing the presence of all the factors in the

107 Level I schools believing these schools to be among those most in need of intensive

intervention. The CESP was implemented to improve local school effectiveness and raise

pupil achievement in the predominantly Black and Hispanic schools.

The Commission Effective Schools Subcommittee identified nine monitoring

priorities that paralleled the six factor areas believed to be associated with a school being

effective. In addition, the subcommittee sought to review the degree to which CESP schools

have clear missions or statements of purpose. Such statements, especially if committed to

writing, often contribute to effectiveness in other factors.

-2-
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11. ORGANIZATION OP THE REPORT

The report, contained in two volumes, is organized as follows.

Volume I provides background, a note on the sample, and summary of the findings in

each factor area. The summary reflects the Commission mandate to give special attention

to the Hispanic and black racially identifiable schools. To that end, general and com-

parative findings are presented for these groups in the summary of findings in Volume I

and in the Discussion Papers continued in Volume IL Volume II contains Discussion

Papers in each factor area, general findings on the perceptions of principals and teachers

comparative analysis by factor area. Methodology used is available upon request

III. SURVEY METHODS

A sample of 20 Level I schools were selected using proportional random sampling,

controlling for schools formerly included among the 45 Target schools during 1982-83 and

for the newer 55 schools added in 1983-84. The sample also was "trolled for the predomi-

nant race/ethnicity of the children in each school. Nine of the former Target schools,

referred to here as Original schools, were selected as were 11 New schools, those that were

selected by DEEOP for intensive intervention for the first time in schoo? year 1983-84.

Commissioners, consultants, and staff carried out a field survey in ..s 1984,

interviewing principals and spending time with parent group representatives in each of

the sampled twenty schools. A 40 percent random sample of all teachers in the same 20

schools was asked to complete and return a self-administered questionnaire. Of the 288

questionnaires distributed, 228 or 79 percent of the teachers returned a completed

questionnaire.

In the Discussion Papers continued in Volume II, and in the summary of findings

presented below, the survey results of comparisons between teachers and principals and

among teachers at the various categories of schools are presented and discussed. The

reader may wish to refer to base numbers for each of the school categories which follow --

when considering the presentations of findings. The tables menticned in this text also are

in Volume II.
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Sampled Schools for Monitoring Commis3ion
lurvey, 1984

Origing2larattaffistin_achaak

Predominantly Black Schools

Unit # District NA= liembershig ciainallinitx

2740 8 Chalmers 736 North Lawndale

3090 11 S. Dov.gias 551 Douglas

3841 14 Hay Brmch 474 Austin

3960 9 Herbert 458 Near West Side

6820 13 McCorkle 599 Fuller Park

7700 14 Oaken weld 965 Oakland

7840 7 Goldblatt 706 Austin

Predominantly Hispanic SAools

UniLit Diataid NADU Difillionhiu ,C.121311111111ita

4370

2060

-Unit."

ono

2900

3240

3660

4060

4070

6840

6860

8

6

all

Andersen 968

New Effective Scholl

Predominantly Black Schools

Lower West Side

West Town

nista:id &ma Mombaithin fammunitx

11 Abbott 529 Bridgeport

12 Copernicus 559 West Englewood

7 Ericson 700 East Garfield

10 Gregory 606 East Garfield

4 Howe 1287 Austin

8 Howland 651 North Lawndale

13 Terrell 818 Fuller Park

14 Dulles 839 Washington Park
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Predominantly Hispanic Schools

Mail District anis Mambenhiu fiammimitx

2190 5 Avondale 965 Logan Square

9380 6 Kosciuszko 1079 West Town

4720 10 McCormick 1934 South Lawndale
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Distribution of Sample Among Subcategories

No. of No. of No. of
Bubcategorie5 Bchoola Principals Teachers

Hispanic Original 2 2 21

Hispanic New 3 3 50

All Hispanic 5 5 71

Black Original 7 7 se

Black New 8 8 83

All Black 15 15 157

Hispanic Original 2 2 21

Black Original 7 7 69

All Original 9 9 90

Hispanic New 3 3 50

Black New 8 8 83

All New n. 11 138

All Schools 20 20 228



N. SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

A. Leadership/Management

With regard to this first Commission monitoring priority, there is little doubt that the

principals in the effective schools exercise poRitive leadership through their management

of the instructional system. Principals see themselves as such and teachers concur. There

is close attention paid to lesson planning, consultations with principals and teachers

follow classroom observations, instruction is discussed during staff meetings, test results

are used in the instructional. These statements were reflective of the sampled teachers and

principals. In addition, there were more pronounced findings on this factor which are

detailed below.

Reviewing Lesson Plans

o Nineteen of the 20 principals responded to an item that asked about the fre-

quency with which they review lesson plans. Of those who responded, 79.0

percent indicated that they reviewed lesson plans at least "weekly" that is,

they responded either: weekly, 57.9; semi-weekly, 15.8; or daily, 5.3. The

remaining 21.0 percent indicated that they reviewed lesson plans on a monthly

basis. (Table A-1)

o Teachers were not asked about the frequency with which their principals

reviewed lesson plans, but rather were asked whether or not plans were

reviewed: 78.8 percent indicated that principals did so. (Table A-2)

Observation and Conference

o Principals (70 percent of them) said that they confer with teachers after

classroom observations. (Table A-3)



o Many teachers agreed that principals confer with them after classroom

observations, but the percent, 56.9, is smaller than wouid be expected

lonsidering the principals' responses. (Table A-4)

Other Teacher Items on Management

o Teachers indicated their perception that principals put emphasis on stan-

dardized tests: 67.6 percent disagreed that the "Principal put little emphasis on

standardized tests". (Table A-5)

o Nearly two-thirds of the teachers also indicated that principals use test results to

recommend programmatic changes. (Table A-5)

Other Principal Items on Management

o Principals said that homework policies exist for their schools (55.0 percent).

(Table A-6)

o Principals also indicate, tat they seek input from staff to resolve school-

related issues (80.0 percent). (Table A-7)

o Overall, six out of ten (60.3 percent) of all CESP teachers agreed with the state-

ment: 'The principal regularly gives feedback to teachers concerning lesson

plans". Teachers in Original schools with predominantly black memberships

more often agreed with the statement than did teachers in Original schools with

predominantly Hispanic memberships (52.3 percent). (Table A-11)

o Overall, nearly seven out of 10 (65.9 percent) of all CESP teachers indicated that

the principal makes several formal classroom observations per year.

Teachers in Black New Effective Schools often more agreed than did teachers

-8-
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in Hispanic New Effective Schools (76.2 percent compared to 52.0 percent), that

principals make classroom observations. (Table A-14)

o Overall, 67.6 percent of all teachers in CESP disagreed with the statement:

"The principal does not put much emphasis on the meaning and use of stan-

dardized test results." Teachers in predominantly Black New Effective

Schools disagreed with the statement more often than did teachers in

predominantly Hispanic New Effective Schools (79.5 percent compared to 62.0

percent). (Table A-15)

B. Leadership/Supervision

A second monitoring priority in CESP schools was the leadership exerted with regard

to instructional supervision. Except for one significant difference, principals and

teachers in the sampled schools leave little doubt that there is leadership in their building

through principal supervision of instruction. Principals are visible to students and

teachers, are accessible to teachers to discuss instruction, have high levels of informal

contact with teachers, teachers rewarded and recognized for accomplEhments, and plans

for improving instruction followed formal observations of teachers by principals. Again,

more pointed findings are found below with regard to this facet of an effective school.

o Almost all principals (95.0) percent) said that they are a visible presence both to

students and to teachers. (Table B-1 and 3-2)

o A very large percentage of teachers agreed that the principals were conspic-

uously present (77.3), but the percent who did so is smaller than the percent of

principals. (Table 3-3)

o A similar pattern is seen when looking at results of perceptions on principal

accessibility: 20 (100.0 percent) of the principals said that 014 are accessible

"most times" (Table B-4), but only 81.0 percent of the teachers agreed that their

principals are accessible to discuss an important issue, instruction.

(Table B-5)

-9-



o Teachers in predominantly Hispanic Effective Schools agreed more often than

did teachers in predominantly black effective schools that principals are

accessible to discuss instruction (88.6 percent compared to 77.5 percent). (Table

B-10)

Other Principal Items

o Only 40.0 percent of the principals said that teachers are rewarded or recog-

nized for accomplishments "most times", 5.0 percent said "rarely", and

another 5.0 percent said they did not know. (Table B-6)

o Overall, slightly more than half (54.5 percent) of all teachers agreed with the

statement: "During follow-up to formal observations a plan for improvement

frequently results." Teachers in predominantly black schools more often

agreed with the statement (60.7 percent) than did teachers in predominantly

Hispanic schoola (40.6 percent), and teachers in black Original schools were

more than three times more likely to agree with the statement than teachers in

Hispanic Original schools (52.9 percent compared to 15.8 percent). (Table B-11)

C. Leadership/Written Statement of Purpose

There is nearly unanimous agreement among principals of the sampled schools that

there are mission statements or statements of purpose for their schools. However, teachers

are more hesitant that such a device is the driving force behind importani decisions in the

school. More effort at communicating the need for the mission statement and the need to

call upon it when making important decisions is apparently needed among CESP schools.

(Table C-1 and C-2)

D. Time on Task: Reading, Math, Language Arts

Amount of time spent on task is an area which remains unresolved by this monitoring

effort. Teachers have guidelines for allocating basic skill instruction and apparently

spend a minimum of two hours a day on reading language arts. But a majority of prin-

cipals cite 71 percent or more of the day as being time spent academically engaged in

reading. Other principals report less than 1/3 of the day being so spent in each area of
-10-



reading. Other principals report less than 1/3 of the day being so vent in each area of

reading and mathematics. No clear picture exists as to the degree of time spent on task in

these sampled CESP schools.

o According to principals, students in these schools may spend more of their

academically engaged time on reading than on math, and more class time

may be spent on "student-teacher interaction as opposed to academics".

(Table D-1)

o Teachers indicated in large numbers (87.2 percent) that "at least two hours" of

school time are "allocated for reading/ language arts". Teacher responses

indicated that they do not determine the amount of time spent on teaching

reading and on other skill instruction. (Table D-1)

E. Principal/Teacher Learning Expectations of Students

In this most critical effective schools factor, the 20 sampled schools stack-up very well.

Principals and teachers believe their students should master the basic skills and moreso

are expected to do so. Students are expected to graduate from high school but there is only

minimal belie that most will go on to attend college. Teachers also believe that the nature

of a student's home is a primary determinant of a student's achievement. Clearly the

expectation for student achievement exists in the sampled 20 CESP schools which is sup-

posed to exist in effective schools except for the belief among some teachers that the school

may not be able to overcome the influence of home background on student achievement.

o Most principals (95.0 percent) indicated that they expect "high proportions of

students in" their schools to perform well, and many (75.0 percent) perceived

that teachers also expect high proportions to perform well. Howevor, only one-

third of teachers (33.7 percent) said that teachers in their schools have high

expectations of all students. In addition, teachers indicated that teachers

believe home background is a "primary factor" in student achievement.

(Table E-3)



o Many principals (70.0 percent) believed that teachers exiAzt "high proportions

of their students" to do well on standardized tests", and almost all the tee-hers

(91.6 percent) indicated that they do expect students "to master basic skills at

each grade level". However, only 57.2 percent of the teachei s give credit for

these accomplishments to the school's instructional programs.

(Table E-5)

o Teachers in predominantly Hispanic schools more often agreed, than did

teachers in black schools, that most students are expected to master basic skills

at each grade level (98.6 percent compared to 88.3 percent). This difference was

even greater among teachers in Hispanic Original and Black Original (100.0

percent compared to 83.8 percent). (Table E-6)

o Teachers in predominantly black New schools, more often than teachers in

Hispanic Original schools, agreed that students are expected to master basic

skills as a result of the instructional program (61.4 percent compared to 46.9

percent.) (Table E-7)

o Sixty percent of the principals said they believed that most of their students will

fmish high school, but only 15 percent said they believed that most will attend

college. (Table E-8)

F. Student Assessment

Assessing student progress and using the results of such assessment to plan future

instruction is key to an effective school. The sampled 20 CESP schools need to pay more

attention to this effective school factor. Whether it be initial acceptance of the use of

standardized tests as reflectors of student progress or not. The tests are central to effective

schools and CESP schools need to give more emphasis to them. Specific fmdings in this

area are detailed below.

o Lc.zs than half of the teachers (48.7 percent) indicated that they and their

principals "review and analyze" student test results for planning instruc-
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tional improvements. (Table F-1) Perhaps that lower-than expected percentage

is due to lack of faith in the testing instruments: more teachers disagreed than

agreed that the tests are valid measures of student skill, 42.3 percent (dis-

agree) compared to 31.7 percent (agree), and many (26.0 percent) were

undecided on this issue. (Table F-2)

o About six out of ten principals perceived that teachers use results from the Iowa

Test of Basic Skills to set instructional goals (60.0 percent) and to evaluate

student progress (65.0 percent). (Table F-3)

o Principals were asked to respond to: "Multiple assessment methods are net

used to evaluate student progress. . .most times, sometimes, rarely, never, or

don't know." Nearly eight out of ten principals (77.8 percent) responded

"never" (Table F-3).

o Principals also were asked to respond -- using "Most times, sometimes, rarely,

never, or don't know" to "Teachers are encouraged to use all available

achievement data to improve classroom instruction". All indicated "Most

times" (Table F-3)

G School Climate/Discipline

Discipline among students occurs in effective schools and is generally not considered

an issue in schools which are effective. The 20 CESP schools see student discipline as an

issue. This is not an expected finding if these schools are effective. Though sampled

teachers see discipne as being shared among teachers, administrators, and parents; only

half perceive their students as abiding by school rules and generally acting in positive

ways. Too, only 11 of the 20 interviewed principals concurred that their school was a safe

and secure place to work. The CESP needs to pay more attention to this perception.

o Although about half (50.2 percent) of the teachers indicated that, in their schools,

student behavior is "generally positive" (Table G.3) and that students "abide by

-13-



the rules" (Table G-4), about six out of ten (59.9 percent) reported that discipline

is an issue in their schools. (Table G-1)

o Teachers in Hispanic Effective schools more often Agregii that discipline was

not an issue than did teachers in black Effective schools (42.2 percent compared

to 23.7 percent). This difference was found to be very pronounced when

Original schools were examined: Teachers in Hispanic Original Schools

(38.1 percent) more often agreed with the statement than did teachers in black

Original schools (10.3 percent). (Table G-9)

o More teachers in Hispanic schools (86.7 percent) agreed that student behavior is

generally positive than did teachers in black schools (42.9 percent).

(Table G-11)

o Teachers in Hispanic Original schools more often agreed that students abici

by the rules than did teachers in black Original schools (55.0 percent compared

to 34.3 percent.) (Table G42)

o Nearly one-third (31.3 percent) of the teachers indicated that "teachers, assume

responsibility for the discipline. . ." (Table G-2)

o Teachers in predominantly Hispanic schools more often agreed than did

teachers in black schools that responsibility for discipline is assumed by

teachers, administrators, and parents (73.7 percent compared to 57.7 percent).

(Table G-10)

o A large medority of the teachers (71.1 percent) said that low-achievers "present

more discipline problems than other students". (Table G-5)

-14-



Principals are about equally divided on saying that home suspension is used:

45.0 percent said it is usually used, compared to 50.0 percent who did not

indicate it is usually used. (Table G-6)

o Principals were asked about using four means of notifying parents when

students must be disciplined. They are listed in order of frequency used:

(Table G-6)

1. telephone 80.0%

2. home visit 52.9%

3. note 42.1%

4. letter 25.0%

o Over half of the teachers (55.0 percent) agreed with: 'This school is ad a safe

and secure place to work". (Table G-7)

H . Staff-Development,

The staff of an effective school must be willing to look critically at their abilities and

skills in order to make needed changes in their teaching. The teachers and principals of

the 20 sampled CESP, Level I schools report they are willing, perceive themselves as

participating in this process and see themselves as working at this through peer inter-

action. However, though principals generally see enough time to interact with teachers on

instruction-related agenda, only half of the sampled teachers perceive it as being such.

Principals and teachers may disagree on the extent to which principals promote

staff development: all of the principals said that teachers are "encouraged to

update and expand' their abilities, while less than two-thirds of the teachers

(65.5 percent said that principals promote staff development. (Table H-1)

o Principals and teachers also may disagree on the extent to which information

acquired by a teacher representative gets disseminated to rest of the teachers --

85.0 percent of the principals disagreed with: 'The teachers who participate in



staff development programs do not usually transmit the program information

to their fellow teachers". Only 62.6 percent of the teachers made this indica-

tion. (Table H-2)

o The possible lack of sharing staff-development information among teachers

may be explained, in part, by the fact that only slightly more than half (54.2

percent) of the teachers reported that in their schools there are formal mech-

anism for teacher representatives to transmit information. (Table H-3)

o Two-thirds (66.7 percent) of the principals agreed: "The principal and teachers

jointly evaluate the impact of newly acquired teacher skills on students".

(Table H-4)

o Almost the same proportion of principals (65.0 percent) also indicated that

"adequate time is provided for teachers' interaction on instructional goals,

methods, and materials," but only half of the teachers (50.0 percent) said that

there was "adequate time" for principals and teachers to interact around these

things. (Table H-5)

o Principals were evenly split on agreeing and disagreeing to: "Adequate time

is provided for principal/teacher interaction on instructional goals, methods,

and materials." (Table H-6)

I. Parental-Involvement

Parents are involved in effective schools. They are involved in the total school pro-

gram and in their child's educational life. The sampled 20 CESP school are not receiving

the level of parental support required by effective schools. Teachers perceive very few

parents visiting their class, perceive the lack of a parent organization which involves

many parents, but believe that the PTA or Local School (Improvement) Council could do it.

Principals and teachers in CESP schools and the parents of students in those schools need

to engender more parental involvement to truly become effective schools.

-16-
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o Principals are about evenly divided on perceiving that parent-teacher

conferences occur regularly. About half of them (11 out of 21) disagreed with the

statement: "Pment-teacher conferences other than those on report cards are

regularly scheduled to exchange views on student progress. (Table I-1)

o Teachers indicated (69.5 percent) that there are "several other ways" to

communicate student progress "beyond parent conferences and report cards."

(Table 1-3) Close to nine out of ten teachers (85.7 percent) indicated that "home

visits, phone calls, newsletters, regular notes, etc., are ways that most teachers

frequently use to communicate with parents. . ." (Table 1-3)

o Perhaps these means are used because teachers did not perceive that most

parents attend scheduled parent-teacher conferences. Six out of ten (60.9

percent) disagreed with the statement: "Ninety to one hundred percent of your

students' parents attend scheduled parent-teacher conferences." (Table I-1)

o In addition, nearly eight out of ten teachers perceived that "very few parents" of

their students "visit the school to observe the instniction program" (Table 1-3)

o Differences in teacher perceptions wore detected when the responses on parental

involvement were examined within subgroup categories. Teachers in pre-

dominantly Hispanic schools, more often than teachers in predominantly

black schools, agreed that "ninety to one hundred percent" of the parents attend

parent-teacher conferences (51.4 percent compared to 23.2 percent). This

difference is pronounced for teachers in Hispanic and black Original schools

(55.0 percent compared to 17.9 percent). (Table 1-2)

o Teachers in Hispanic Original schools more often indicated that there are

other ways to communicate with parents, beyond parent conferences and report

cards than did teachers in New Hispanic schools. (85.7 percent compared to

56.0 percent) (Table 1-4)
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o Also, teachers in black New schools agreed that there are other ways to com-

municate with this statement more often than did teachers in Hispanic New

schools (72.7 percent compared to 56.0 percent). (Table 14)

o Principals may perceive that Local School Council meetings and PTA

meetings generate active parent involvement in schools, but not Parent

Advisory Council meetings. When asked to agree or disagree that these types

of meetings generate involvement, 64.7 percent agreed that Local School

Council meetings do and 60.0 vocent agreed that PTA meetings do, but 80.0

percent disagreed that Parent Advisory Council meetings do. (Table 1-7)

o Fewer than four out of ten teachers (38.9 percent) agreed that there is an active

parent/school group in schools "that involves many parents." A notably larger

proportion (12.4 percent) was undecided whether such a group was in the schools

or not. (Table 1-7)

o Teachers in Hispanic Original schools more often agreed than did teachers in

Hispanic New schools that there is an active parent/school group in their

schools (71.4 percent compared to 49.0 percent). (Table 1-8)

o Teachers at predominantly Hispanic and teachers at predominantly black

schools disagree about the presence of active parent/school groups in their

schools: 55.7 percent of teachers in Hispanic schools agree that such groups are

active in their schools compared to 31.4 percent of teachers in black schools.

o Two-thirds of the principals (68.4 percent) indicated that their schools offer

"training programs that assist parents in working with their children in the

home." However, fewer than three out of ten teacir-es (29.4 percent) indicated

that "many parents are involved in an overall home and school network."

(Table 1-9)
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Teachers in predominantly Hispanic Effective schools more often agreed that

many parents are involved with a network than did teachers in predominantly

black schools. (Table I-10) This black-Hispanic difference was even more

pronounced among the Original schools. (Table I-10)

o Principals were, for the most part, likely to indicate that parents are involved:

80.0 percent agreed that parents are highly involved; 90.0 percent agreed that

programs planned for special groups of parents generate active involvement;

and 71.4 percent agreed that the "bilingual program has been effective in pro-

moting "involvement; 45.0 percent agreed that "a large proportion of parents

volunteer to anist with activities." (Table I-11)
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DISCUSSION PAPER A

Detailed Findings on Leadership:

Management



A.

Several items in the interview schedule administered to principals and in the

questionnaire given to teachers pertained to management, supervision, and leadership,

but the response categories were worded differently. Because of this, exact comparisons

cannot be made. Nevertheless, a few general conclusions can be extracted from

comparisons between groups.

An important management issue for principals is that of lesson plans, which all

principals reported they required. Of the 19 principals who responded, 11 weekly reviewed

such plans; four reported they did so monthly; while three reported reviewing lesson plans

semi-weekly. Only one reported a daily review of lesson plans. (See Table A-1.)

Table A-1

Principals' Perceptions of the Frequency of
Their Reviews of Lesson Plans

Daily Semi-Weekly Weekly Monthly Total
Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent
(Number) (Number) (Numberl (Number) (Number)

Princinal Item

How often do
you review\
lesson plans? 5.3 15.8 57.9 21.0 100.0%

(Q. 28) (1) (3) (11) (4) (19)

Teachers were not asked about how frequently lesson plans were reviewed, but if

they agreed, disagreed, or were undecided about whether the principals reviewed the plans.

(See Table A-2.) The findings reveal that nearly eight out of :on teachers (78.8 percent)

agreed that the principals did review lesson plans. Interestingly, 12.8 percent of the

teachers felt the principals did not review lesson plans. Others were not sure and gave an

"undecided" response (8.4 percent).
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Teacher Item

Principal
reviews lesson
plans? (Q. 24)

Table A-2

Teachers' Perceptions of the Principals' Reviews
of Lesson Plans

Agteg Undecided Disagree 'dal
Percent Percent Percent Percent

(Number) (Number) f Number) alithibgal

78.8 8.4 12.8 100.0%
(178) (19) (29) (226)

Table A-3 presents principals' perceptions.for the question, "Principal confers with

teachers following a classroom observation." Fourteen of the 20 principals (7G percent)

reported conferring that they do confer with teachers, most of the time, following a

classroom observation.

While slightly more than half of the teachers (56.9 percent) also agreed that their

principals confer after observations, the percent who did was not as great as the percent for

principals. Twenty percent were undecided. (See Table A-4.)

Principal Item

After a classroom
observation I con-
fer teachers on me-
thods of improvement
(Q. 38).

Table A-3

Principals' Perceptils of the Frequency With
Which They COT dith Teachers Following

a Classroom Observation

MagijimeA Bometimes &mix Don't Know Total
Percent PercentPercent Percent Percent

(Number) 1Numberl fNumber) iNumbet) (Number)

70.0
(14)

30.0
(6)

100.0%
(20)
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Table A-4

Teachers' Perceptions of the Principals' Follow-up of a
Classroom Observation with a Conference.

Irachmitam

Formal Observa-
tions by the
principal are
regularly
followed by a post-
observation con-
ference. (Q. 31)

Aura Undecided Disagree Total
Percent Percent Percent Percent

(Number) iambral (Number) (Number)

56.9 19.6 23.5 100.0%
(128) (44) (53) (225)

B. Dthet TeachezItamtaertainingIallanagerunt
Summarized in this section are: (1) "Principal puts little emphasis on standardized

tests" (Q. 33); and (2) "Principal uses test results to recommend changes in program" (Q.

9). Two out of three teachers (67.6 percent) disagreed that their principals put little

emphasis on standardized tests. However, a fairly large proportion (20 percent) were

undecided about the amount of emphasis their principals placed on standardized tests.

Nearly two-thirds of the teachers (63.7 percent) also perceived that their principals used test

results to recommend programmatic changes.
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leacheritem

Principal puts
little emphasis
on standardized
tests. (Q. 33)

Principal uses
tests results
to recommend
changes in
program. (Q. 9)

Table A-5

Other Teacher Items

Agile lladetidad Disagree Total
Percent Percent Percent Percent

(Number) (Number) illUnatal (Number)

12.0 20.4 67.6 100.0%

(27) (46) (152) (225)

63.7 21.7 14.6 100.0%
(144) (49) (33) (226)

C . Other_EriaciaaLitems.hdaininglalianaument
Principak were asked to indicate whether or not they had a standard homework policy

for their schools. Most principals reported that they did have a standard homework policy

in their schools. However, two principals indicated having no standard homework policy,

and one principal gave a "don't know" response to this question.
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Principal Item

Do you have
a standard
policy on home-
work for the
school as a
whole? (Q. 32)

Table A-6

Principals' Perceptions of the Existence
of a Homework Policy

It& 11.2 Don't Know Total
Percent PercentPercent Percent

(Number) (lilimhez) (Number) alumberl

85.0
(17)

10.0
(2)

5.0
(1)

100.0%
(20)

In order for a school to be successful and run smoothly, input from teachers is

necessary, in addition to the principal's directives. An autocratic principal hampers

creativity, innovation and limits the learning process in a school. Principals were asked

if they sought input from staff to resolve school issues. In Table A-7, eighty percent of

principals perceived themselves as on-going seekers of teachers' input to resolve school

issues. Sixteen of the 20 principals reported seeking staff input most of the t:

others sought staff input sometimes.
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Principal Item

When I have a
problem, I
seek input from
staff to re-
solve issues
affecting the
school. (Q, 42)

Table A-7

Principals' Perceptions of Frequency With
Which They Seek Input From Staff

To Resolve School Issues

Most Times Sometimes Rarg.ly Don't Know Total
Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent

(Number) (Numbfal (Number) (Number) ajnmlier)

80.0 20.0 - - 100.0%
(16) (4) - - (2)

D. Teachers' Perceptiotaii.manAgementliauttkaubcategarieLgf _markers

Teachers were grouped into six sub-categories of Effective Schools to compare their

perceptions of management: (1) all Hispanic with all Black; (2) all New with all

Original; (3) all Black New with all Black Original; (4) all Hispanic New with all

Hispanic Original; (5) all Black New with all Hispanic New; and (6) all Black Original

with all Hispanic Original. Each leadership/management item is presented as a table

heading together with the sub-category responses.

Teachers were asked if their principals made classroom observations. (See Table A-

8.) While no statistical significance was found among the teacher comparison groups,

most teachers did agree that their principals made classroom observations.
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Table A-8

Teacher Comparison Groups' Perceptions of Principals'
Classroom Observations. (Principal makes

classroom observations - Q. 5)

ComnarisonSirsua

Ante
Percent

(Number)

Undecided
Percent

(Number)

Disagree
Percent

LIgumharl

All Hispanic 61.2 16.4 22.4

with (41) (11) (15)

All Black 67.8 9.7 22.5
(105) (15) (35)

All New 78.1 8.8 13.1

with (107) (12) (18)

All Original 46.5 16.3 37.2
(40) (14) (32)

Black New 80.7 5.7 13.6

with (71) (5) (12)

Black Original 50.8 14.9 34.3
(34) (10) (23)

Hispanic New 73.5 14.3 12.2

with (36) (7) (6)
Hispanic Original 31.6 21.0 47.4

(6) (4) (9)

Black New 80.7 5.7 , 13.6

with (71) (6) (12)

Hispanic New 73.5 14.3 12.2
(36) (7) (6)

Black Original 50.8 14.9 34.3

with (34) (10) (23)

Hispanic Original 31.6 21.0 47.4
(6) (4) (9)
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The second m..nagement item listed under the leadership factor concerned the

question dealing with instrucVonal issues as "seldom the focus of faculty meetings." No

statistical significance was found regarding this statement (See Table A-9). Most teachers

disagreed with the statement, suggesting they perceived instructional issues as "often or

sometimes" the focus of faculty meetings.
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Table A-9

Teacher Comparison Groups' Perceptions of Instructional Issues
As Seldom the Focus of Faculty Meetings. (Instructional

issues seldom at faculty meetings - Q. 8).

Comparison Groups

Ague Undecided Disagree
Percent Percent Percent

(Number) (Numberj (Number)

All Hispanic 28.6 2.8 68.6
with (20) (2) (48)

All Black 25.0 7.1 67.9
(39) (11) (106)

All New 24.1 4.4 71.5
with (33) (6) (98)

All Original 29.2 7.9 62.9
(26) (7) (56)

Black New 26.1 5.7 68.2
with (22) (5) (60)

Black Original 23.5 8.8 67.7
(16) (6) (46)

Hispanic New 20.4 2.0 77.6
with (10) (1) (38)

Hispanic Original 47.6 4.8 47.6
(10) (1) (10)

Black New 26.1 5.7 68.2
with (23) (5) (60)

Hispanic New 20.4 2.0 77.6
(10) (1) (10)

Black Original 23.5 8.8 67.7
with (16) (6) (46)

Hispanic Original 47.6 4.8 47.6
(10) (1) (10)
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A third teacher management item stated, "Principal uses results to recommend

changes in program." The answarq did not yield any statistically significant

observations. Teachers in each group, with the exception of those at Hispanic Original

Schools, felt that their principals did use test results to recommend changes.



Table A-10

Teacher Comparison Groups' Perceptions of Principals' Usage
of Test Results to Recommend Changes. (Principal Uses
Test Results to Recommend Changes in Programs - Q. 9).

Comparison Groups

Am& Undecided Diaagreg
Percent Percent Percent

fNumber) (Number) (Number)

All Hispanic 60.0 25.7 14.3

with (42) (18) (10)
All Black 65.4 19.9 14.7

(102) (31) (23)

All New 70.1 20.4 9.5
with (96) (28) (13)

All Original 54.0 23.6 22.4
(48) (21) (20)

Black New 71.6 20.4 8.0
with (63) (18) (7)

Black Original 57.4 19.1 23.5
(39) (13) (16)

Hispanic New 67.4 20.4 12.2

with (33) (10) (6)
Hispanic Original 42.9 38.1 19.0

(9) (8) (4)

Black New 71.6 20.4 8.0
with (63) (18) (7)

Hispanic New 67.4 20.4 12.2
(33) (10) (6)

Black Original 57.4 19.1 23.5

with (39) (13) (16)

Hispanic Original 42.9 38.1 19.0
(9) (8) (4)
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Principals' feedback to teachers cal their lesson plans was the first statistical

significt it finding (See Table A-11.) Of Black Original Schools teachers, 53 percent

agreed that the principals gave feedback to teachers regarding lesson plans, while only 24

percent at Hispanic Original Schools teachers agreed -- a difference of almost 30

percentage points.
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Table A-11

Teac.. r Comparison Groups'
Feedback to Teachers on

(Principal gives feedback
lesson plans

CQmparison Groups

Am&
Percent

(Number)

Perceptions of Principals'
Their Lesson Plans.
to teachers regarding
- Q. 10).

Undecided
Percent

(Number)

Dianna
Percent

(Number)

All Hispanic 53.6 17.4 29.0
with (37) (12) (20)

All Black 63.3 13.5 23.2
(98) (21) (36)

All New 69.9 15.4 14.7

with (95) (21) (20)
All Original 45.5 13.6 40.9

(40) (12) (36)

Black New 71.6 13.6 14.8
with (63) (12) (13)

Black Original 52.3 13.4 34.3
(35) (9) (23)

Hispanic New 66.7 18.7 14.6
with (32) (9) (7)

Hispanic Original 23.8 14.3 61.9
(5) (3) (13)

Black New 71.6 13.6 14.8
with (63) (12) (13)

Hispanic New 66.7 18.7 14.6
(32) (9) (7)

Black Original * 52.3 13.4 34.3
with (35) (9) (23)

Hispanic Original '43.8 14.3 61.9

P .05

(5) (3) (13)

Table A-12 shows all teacher comparison groups overwhelmingly agreed that

Principals reviewed lesson plans; thus, there were no statistically significant differences.
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Table A-12

Teacher Comparison Groups' Perceptions of
Principals' Review of Plans. (Principal

reviews lesson plans - Q. 24).

Amu Undecided Disagree
Percent Percent Percent

Comparison Groups (Number) (Number) (Number)

All Hispanic 76.1 8.4 15.5
with (54) (6) (11)

All Black 80.0 8.4 11.6
(124) (13) (18)

All New 82.7 8.7 8.6
with (114) (12) (12)

All Original 72.7 8.0 19.3
(64) (7) (17)

Black New 85.2 6.8 8.0
with (75) (6) (7)

Black Original 73.2 10.4 16.4
(49) (7)

Hispanic New 78.0 12.0 10.0
with (39) (6) (5)

Hispanic Original 71.4 0.0 28.6
(15) (0) (6)

Black New 85.2 6.8 8.0
with (75) (6) (7)

Hispanic New 78.0 12.0 10.0
(39) (6) (5)

Black Original 73.2 10.4 16.4
with (49) (4) (11)

Hispanic Original 71.4 0.0 28.6
(15) (0) (6)

The next item under management was, "Principal discusses instruction and

achievement." In five of the six teacher comparison groups, more than half the teachers

agreed their principals did discuss matters of instruction and achievement. However, in

one category -- Hispanic Original Schools teachers -- less than a majority (43 percent)

agreed with this statement. (See Table A-13).
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Table A-13

Teacher Comparison Groups Perceptions of Principals'
Discussion of Instruction and Achievement. (The principal
leads frequent formal discussions concerning instruction

and student achievement - Q. 26).

Agra Undecided Disagree
Percent Percent Percent

Comparison Groups (Number) (Numberl fNumber)

All Hispanic 57.7 9.9 32.4
with (41) (7) (23)

All Mil& 61.3 9.7 29.0
(95) (15) (45)

All New 63.8 12.3 23.9
with (88) (17) (33)

All Original 54.5 5.7 39.8
(48) (5) (35)

Black New 63.6 13.7 22.7
with (56) (12) (20)

Black Original 58.2 4.5 37.3
(39) (3) (25)

Hispanic New 64.0 10.0 26.0
with (39) (5) (13)

Hispanic Original 42.9 9.5 47.6
(9) (2) (10)

Black New 63.6 13.7 22.7
with (56) (12) (20)

Hispanic New 64.0 10.0 26.0
(32) (5) (13)

Black Original 58.2 4.5 37.3
with (39) (3) (25)

Hispanic Original 42.9 9.5 52.4
(9) (2) (11)
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Some interesting conclusions can be drawn from the teacher comparison group

responses exhibited in Table A-14, which pertain to principals holding conferences with

teachews following classroom observations. The first is the significant disparity between

the teachers' responses at Black New Schools and Hispanic New Schools. At Black New

Schcols, 76 percent of the teachers agreed their principal followed up claesroom

obsewations with a teacher conference, compared with 52 percent of those at Hispanic New

Schools -- a 24 percentage point discrepancy. While not statistically significant, it is

possible to identify two other trends in this data. Overall, more Black School teachers (61

percent) perceived their principals to follow-up classroom observations with a conference

than do Hispanic School teachers (49 percent). In addition, more New School teachers (67

percent) than Original School teachers (40 percent) perceived their principals to follow-up

an observation with a conference.
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Table A-14

Teacher Comparison Groups' Perceptions of Principals'
Classroom Observations Followed by Teachers

Conferences. (Formal observations by the principal
are regularly followed by a post-observation

conference - Q. 31).

Agr 11 Undecided Disagree
Percent Percent Percent

Comparison Groups (Number) inumber) (Number)

All Hispanic 48.6 27.1 24.3

with (34) (19) (17)
All Black 60.6 16.1 23.3

(94) (25) (36)

All New
with

All Original

67.4 18.1 14.5
(93) (25) (20)

40.2 21.9 37.9
(35) (19) (33)

Black New
with

Black Original

76.2 12.5 11.3
(67) (11) (10)

40.3 20.9 38.8
(27) (14) (26)

Hispanic New 52.0
with (67)

Hispanic Original 40.0
(8)

28.0 20.0
(11) (10)

25.0 35.0
(5) (7)

Black New * 76.2
with (67)

Hispanic New 52.0
(26)

12.5 11.3
(11) (10)

28.0 20.0
(14) (10)

Black Original
with

Hispanic Origin al

40.3
(27)

40.0
(8)

20.9
(14)

25.0
(5)

38.8
(26)

35.0
(7)

P .05
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Table 4.15 summarizes of teacher responses to, "Principal puts little emphasis on

standardized tests." Significantly more Black New School teachers (80 percent) perceived

their principals to put emphasis on standardized tests (that is, they disagreed with the item

as worded) than Hispanic New School teachers (62 percent). A comparison between these

two groups on this item yielded the only statistical significance.
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Table A-15

Teacher Comparison Groups' Perceptions of Principals'
Emphasis on Standardized Tests. (The principal does

not put much emphasis on the meaning and use of
standard test results - Q. 33).

Comparison Groups

Agrn Undecided Disagree
Percent Percent Percent

ikhunber) (Number) inumber)

All Hispanic 14.5 23.2 62.3

with (10) (16) (43)

All Black .10.9 19.2 69.9
(17) (30) (109)

All New 7.2 19.6 73.2

with (10) (27) (101)

All Original 19.6 21.8 58.6
(17) (19) (51)

Black New 2.3 18.2 79.5

with (2) (16) (70)

Black Original 22.1 20.6 57.3
(15) (14) (39)

Hispanic New 16.0 22.0 62.0

with (8) (11) (31)

Hispanic Original 10.5 26.3 63.2
(2) (5) (12)

Black New * 2.3 18.2 79.5

with (2) (16) (70)

Hispanic New 16.0 22.0 62.0
(8) (11) (31)

Black Original 22.1 20.6 57.3

with (15) (14) (39)

Original 10.5 26.3 63.2
(2) (5) (12)

P .05
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The next item deals with teachers perceptions of the principal as an important

instructional resource.

No statistical significance was found in Table A-16. The table points out that more

New School teachers viewed their principal as important instructional resources than did

Original Schools teachers.
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Comparison Groups

Table A-16

Teacher Comparison Groups' Perception of
Principals Is An Important Instructional

Resource. (Principal is important instructional
resource person - Q. 42).

Acme Undecided Dian=
Percent Percent Percent

(Number) (Number) iliambral

All Hispanic 45.7 27.1 27.2
with (32) (19) (19)

All Black 55.1 12.8 32.1
(86) (20) (50)

(.1KN1I.

All New 57.7 19.7 22.6
with (79) (27) (31)

All Original 43.8 13.5 42.7
(39) (12) (38)

Black New 62.5 11.4 26.1
with (55) (10) (23)

Black Original 45.6 14.7 39.7
(31) (10) (27)

Hispanic New 49.0 34.7 16.3
with (24) (17) (8)

Hispanic Original 38.1 9.5 52.4
(8) (2) (11)

Black New 62.5 11.4 26.1
with (55) (10) (32)

Hispanic New 49.0 34.7 16.3
(24) (17) (8)

Black Original 45.6 14.7 39.7
with (31) (10) (27)

Hispanic Original 38.1 9.5 52.4
(8) (2) (11)

411
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The next teacher item is a corollary of the previous question, "Principal not

approachable regarding instructional problems." Principals cannot be an important

instructional resource if they were perceived as unapproachable by teachers regarding

instructional problems.
No statistically significant results were detected in Table A-17. A slight majority of

teachers disagreed that their principal was unapproachable. A substancial percentage of

sample teachers were either undecided or agreed that the principal is not approached

regarding instructional problems.
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Table A-17

Teacher Comparison Groups' Perceptions of
Teachers' Involvement With the Principal

Concerning Instructional Concerns. (Teachers
in this school nig turn to the principal

with instructional concerns or problems - Q. 48).

Ana lindesidad Disagree
Percent Percent Percent

, Comparison Groups (Number) (Number) (Number)

All Hispanic 31.0 12.7 56.3

with (22) (9) (40)

All Black 25.0 14.7 60.3
(39) (23) (94)

All New 22.5 14.5 63.0

with (31) (20) (87)

All Original 33.7 13.5 52.8
(30) (12) (47)

Black New 20.4 14.8 64.8

with (18) (13) (57)

Black Original 30.9 14.7 54.4
(21) (10) (37)

Hispanic New 26.0 14.0 60.0

with (13) (7) (30)

Hispanic Original 42.9 9.5 47.6
(9) (2) (10)

Black New 20.4 14.8 64.8

with (18) (13) (57)

Hispanic New 26.0 14.0 60.0
(13) (7) (30)

Black Original 30.9 14.7 54.4

with (21) (10) (37)

Hispanic Original 42.9 9.5 47.6
(9) (2) (10)
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Detailed Findings On Leadership:

Supervision
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A. Teachers'

I
Supervision

As was true for management questions, principal and teacher supervision items were

not totally compatible because they differed in type of responseP; requested. Because of the

dissimilarities, principals and teachers responses to each question will be presented as

independent aggregate groups, accompanied by a table.

Two principal interview items and one teacher questionnaire item addressed the

visibility of the principal in the school. Principals were offered four responses: "most

times," "sometimes," "rarely," and don't know." Teacher item responses were: "agree,"

undecided," and "disagree."

Table B-1 outlines the principals' perceptions of their visibility to students.

Table B-1

Principals' Perceptions of Their Visibility to Students

Most. Timea Sometimea Rarely
Percent Percent Percent

_Mi.._
Percent

...1.2ta1
Percent

(Number) (Number) (Number) jaumheal (Number)

Principal Item

95.0
(19)

5.0
(1)

110

.01

100.0%
(20)

I am visible to
the students.
(Q. 39)

All 20 principals in the survey perceived themselves as a visible presence to the

students. Nineteen of them perceived themselves as such most times and one, sometimes.

Answers to the question of whether the principals were visible presences to teachers

were the same (See Table B-2).
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aix_cipal Item

I am visible to
the teachers.
(Q. 40)

Table B-2

Principals' Perceptions of Their Visibility to Teachers

Most Times Sometimes Rarely 12K_ Total
Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent

(Number) fflumherl (Number) (Numl erj. (Number)

95.0 5.0
(19) (1)

100.0%
(20)

All 20 principals perceived themselves as being a visible presence to the teachers.

Nineteen principals perceived themselves as being so most of the time to the teachers, with

one reporting sometimes.

Teachers' responses to the issue of whether the principals were visible presences in the

schools are in Table B-3.

Table B-3

Teachers' Perceptions of Principal's Visibility

_Agree_ undecided Disagree Total
Percent PercentPercent Percent

(Number) (Number) (Number) (Number)

Teacher Item

Principal is
highly visible. 77.3 4.9 17.8 100.0%

(Q. 38) (174) (11) (40) (225)

MM. IIMM111'

Two hundred and twenty-eight teachers in the 20 schools were not unanimous in their

perceptions as were their principals. Although three-quarters (77.3 percent) felt the

principal is conspicuously present in the school, nearly one in five (17.8 percent) disagreed

with this statement, and five percent were undecided. .
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Effective supervision not only requires a principal to be visible throughout the school,

but they should be also accessible to teachers. Teachers must be able to reach or contact the

principal when necessary for a variety of reasons--for example, discipline, instructional,

and personnel matters.

Table B-4 shows that all the sampled principals felt they were accessible to teachers

most times.

Principal Item

I am accessible
to teachers
(Q. 41)

Table B-4

Principals' Perceptions of Their Accessibility to Teachers

Most Times amain= Rarely Total
Percent Percent Percent

_D.&..
Percent Percent

(Number) (Number) (Number) (Number) (Number)

100.0
(20)

--
MIMI

100.0%
(20)

Similarly, teachers were asked about the principals' accessibility with an emphasis

on their willingness to discuss school matters dealing with instruction. Teachers'

perceptions of this issue are presented in Table B-5.

Eighty-one percent of them perceived their principal as accessible to discuss instruc-

tional matters; 13 percent disagreed and six percent were undecided.
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Table B-5

Teachers' Perceptions of Principals' Accessibility
to Discuss Instructional Matters (Principal is

accessible to discuss matters dealing with
Instruction - Q. 40)

undecided F' ztes,_ Total_Ague_
Percent Percent Percent Percent
(Numberl INumberl (Number) (Number)

81.0 6.2 12.8 100.0%
(183) (14) (29) (226)

B. Other Perceptions of Principal Supervision

It has long been a tenet of positive management theories that incentive programs

contribute to improving employees' morale and creating positive work environments.

Principals were asked about their perceptions of how frequently teachers in their schools

receive rewards and recognition for their accomplishments. (See Table B-6.).

Table B-6

Principals' Perceptions of Whether or Not Teachers
Receive Rewards and Recognition for Their

Accomplishments. (Teachers receive rewards
and recognition for their Accomplishments - Q. 43).

Most Times Spmetimes Rarely Total
Percent Percent Percent

__1211_
Percent Percent

(Nuipber) iliamhell (Number) (Number) (Number)

40.0 50.0 5.0
(8) (10) (1)

,i111! , 5.0 100.0%
(1) (20)

Forty percent of the principals reported that their teachers receive rewards and

recognition most of the time. Fifty percent said "sometimes." One respondent reported

teachers rarely receive rewards and recognition, and one principal did not know.

C. leachers' Perceptions of Supervisionlasues by Teacher Comparison Groups

Teachers were grouped in the following six sub-categories of Effective Schools to

compare their perceptions of management: (1) all Hispanic with all Black; (2) all New
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with all Original; (3) all Black New with all Black Original; (4) all Hispanic New with

all Hispanic Original; (5) all Black New with all Hispanic New; and (6) all Black

Original with all Hispanic Original. Each leadership/supervision item is presented as a

table heading and data from the responses of each of the categories listed above are

ccmpared.

The first item pertains to discussions with the principals resulting in improved

instructional practice. Effective supervisors give direction to their staffs and assist them

in improving their performance. Based on observations, the use of discussions is a posi-

tive technique to enable staff to connect current behavior and/or performance with more

effective behavioral patterns.
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Table B-7

Teacher Comparison Groups' Perceptions of
Principals' Involvement in Discussions of

Improved Instructional Practice. (Discussions
with the principal often result in some

aspect of improved instructional practice - Q. 6).

_lune_ _Undecided Disagree
Percent Percent Percent

Comparison Groups (Number) INumheri lamberl

All Hispanic 72.8 14.3 12.9

with (51) (10) (9)

All Black 69.9 10.9 19.2
(109) (17) (90)

All New 76.6 13.1 10.3

with (105) (18) (14)

All Original 61.8 10.1 28.1

(55) (9) (25)

Black New
with

Black Original

72.2
(68)

60.3
(41)

11.4
(10)

10.3
(7)

11.4
(10)

29.4
(20)

Hispanic New 75.5 16.3 8.2

with (37) (8) (4)

Hispanic Original 66.7 9.5 23.8
(14) (2) (5)

Black New 77.2 11.4 11.4

with (68) (10) (10)

Hispanic New 75.5 16.3 8.2
(37) (8) (4)

Black Original 60.3 10.3 29.4

with (41) (7; (20)

Hispanic Original 66.7 9.5 23.8
(14) (2) (5)

No statistically significant differences were found between teacher comparison

groups. The only otherwise discernible difference occurred between New and Original
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School teachers, both generally and specifically. Generally, 77 percent of the New

Effective School teachers (138) agreed with the statement compared to 62 percent of Original

School teachers (89). More specifically, 88 Black New School teachers or 77 percent agreed

with the statement compared to 60 percent of the 68 Black Original School teachers. At

Hispanic New Schools, 76 percent of the 49 survey sample teachers agreed with the state-

ment, contrasted with 68 percent of the 21 Hispanic Original School teachers.

The next item pertains to the principal's communication to teachers of their responsi-

bility for student achievement. In order to accomplish certain academic standards for

students, teachers must first be made aware of their responsibilities. It is the principal's

duty to communicate this. Teachers' perceptions of their principal's communication

targeting their responsibilities for student achievement are outlined in Table B-8.
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Table B-8

Teacher Comparison Groups Perceptions of Principals'
Communication to Establish Their Responsibilities
in Regard to Student Achievement. (The principal
frequently communicates to individual teachers

their responsibility in relation to student
achievement - Q. 32).

_Agra- Undecided Disagree
Percent Percent Percent

omparison Grouus (Number) (Number) iNumber)

All Hispanic 64.3 15.7 20.0

with (45) (11) (14)

All Black 68.0 14.1 17.9
(106) (22) (28)

All New 73.9 13.0 13.1

with (102) (18) (18)

All Original 55.7 17.0 27.3
(49) (15) (24)

Black New 77.3 12.5 10.2

with (68) (11) (9)

Black Original 55.9 15.2 27.9
(38) (11) (19)

Hispanic New 68.0 14.0 18.0

with (34) (7) (9)

Hispanic Original 55.0 20.0 25.0
(4) (5)

Black New 77.3 12.5 10.2

with (68) (11) (9)

Hispanic New 68.0 14.0 18.0

(34) (7) (9)

Black Original 55.9 16.2 27.9

with (38) (11) (19)

Hispanic Original 55.0 20.0 25.0
(11) (4) (5)
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Comparisons between teacher groups in Table B-8 on the issue of the principal

communicating teachers' responsibility for student achievement illustrate findings

similar to those of Table B-7. No statistically significant findings were reported, but

disparities between teacher comparison groups resulted. Higher percentages of agreement

with this statement occurred at New Schools rather than Original Schools and at Black

Schools rather than Hispanic Schools. Of the 138 teachers in New Effective Schools, 74

percent agreed with the statement; compared to 56 percent of the 89 survey sample teachers at

Original Schools. Of the 88 teachers at Black New Schools, 77 percent agreed with the

statement compared to 56 percent of the 68 teachers at Black Original Schools. At Hispanic

New Schools, 68 percent of the 49 survey sample teachers agreed with the statement

compared to 55 percent of the 21 teachers in the survey sample at Hispanic Original

Schools.

The data on the principals' visibility in the schools are in Table B-9.
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Table B-9

Teacher Comparison Groups' Perceptions of Prirmipal's
Visibility. (The principal is highly visible

throughout the school - Q. 38)

_Agree_ Undecided Disagree
Percent Percent Percent

Comparison Groupe (Number) (Number) _alumbal

All Hispanic 75.4 5.8 18.8
with (52) (4) (13)

All Black 78.2 4.5 17.3
(122) (7) (27)

All New 81.8 5.8 12.4

with (112) (8) (17)

All Original 70.5 3.4 26.1
(62) (3) (23)

Black New 83.0 5.7 11.3
with (73) (5) (10)

Black Original 72.1 2.9 25.0
(49) (2) (17)

Hispanic New 79.6 6.1 14.3
with (39) (3) (7)

Hispanic Original 65.0 5.0 30.0
(13) (1) (6)

Black New 83.0 5.7 11.3
with (73) (5) (10)

Hispanic New 79.6 6.1 14.3
(39) (3) (7)

Black Original 72.1 2.9 25.0
with (49) (2) (17)

Hispanic Original 65.0 5.0 30.0
(13) (1) (6)

Findings of Table B-9 were similar to those of Tables B-7 and B-8. No statistical

significance was reported for the principal's visibility throughout the school. However,

noticeable disparities occurred among teachers at Original and New Schools, Black New
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and Black Original, and Hispanic New and Hispanic Original. Of the 138 teachers

surveyed at all New Effective Schools, 82 percent concurred with the statement compared to

71 percent of the 89 surveyed at Original Schools. Of the 88 teachers surveyed at Black New

Schools, 83 percent agreed that the principal was highly visible compared to 72 percentof the

68 teachers at Black Original Schools. Of the 49 teachers in the survey sample at Hispanic

New Schools, 80 percent agreed with this statement compared to 65 percent of the 21 teachers

at Hispanic Original Schools.

The next teacher item pertains to the principals' accessibility to discuss instructional

matters. (See Table B-10.)



Table B-10

Teacher Comparison Groups' Perceptions of Accessibility
to the Principal to Discuss Instruction. (The principal

id accessible to discuss matters dealing with
instruction - Q. 40).

_Agrat_
Percent

ilnderidel
Percent

Disagree
Percent

Comparison Groups (Number) (Number)

All Hispanic * 88.6

.illumbarl

4.3 7.1

with (62) (3) (5)

All Black 77.5 7.1 15.4
(121) (11) (24)

All New 89.1 5.8 5.1

with (122) (8) (7)

All Original 68.5 6.7 24.8
(61) (6) (22)

Black New 86.4 6.8 6.8

with (76) (6) (6)

All Original 66.2 7.4 26.4
(45) (5) (18)

Hispanic New 93.9 4.1 2.0

with (46) (2) (1)

Hispanic Original 76.1 4.8 19.1

(16) (1) (4)

Black New 86.4 6.8 6.8

with (76) (6) (6)

Hispanic New 93.9 4.1 2.0
(46) (2) (1)

Black Original 66.2 7.4 26.4

with (45) (5) (18)

Hispanic Original 76.1 4.8 19.1

(16) (1) (4)

1.
P .05



All Hispanic School teachers perceived their principals as significantly more

accessible to discuss instruction than did all Black School teachers. Eighty-nine percent of

the 70 teachers in the Hispanic School survey perceived their principal as accessible to

discuss instruction compared with 78 percent of the 156 teachers at Black Schor 's.

Other differences were depicted among teacher comparison groups, although they were

not statistically significant. Again, they were similar to the pattern previously noted on

other supervision items. New Schools teachers perceived their principal as more acces-

sible than did Original Schools teachers. Eighty-nine percent of the 138 teachers at New

Effective Schools perceived their principal as accessible compared to 69 percent of the 89

teachers at Original Schools.

Another supervision item asked teachers if a "plan for improvement follows

classroom observations." (See Table B-11).



Table B-11

Teacher Comparison Groups' Perceptions of a Plan for
Improvement Following Formal Classroom Observations.

(During follow-up to formal observations a plan for
improvement frequently results - Q. 46).

Comparison Groupa

All Hispanic *
with

All Black

_Ant_ Undecided Disagree
Percent Percent Percent
(Number) _Gimbal. (Number)

40.6
(28)

60.7
(94)

42.0
(29)

20.6
(32)

17.4
(12)

18.7
(29)

All New
with

All Original

60.6
(83)

44.8
(39)

27.7
(38)

26.5
(23)

11.7
(16)

28.7
(25

Black New
with

Black Origir al

66.7
(58)

52.9
(36)

23.0
(20)

17.7
(12)

10.3
(9)

29.4
(20)

Hispanic New 50.0 36.0
with (25) (18)

Hispanic Original 15.8 57.9
(3) (11)

14.0
(7)

26.3
(5)

Black New
with

Hispanic New

66.7
(58)

50.0
(25)

23.0
(20)

36.0
(18)

10.3
(9)

14.0
(7)

Black Original *
with

Hispanic Original

52.9
(36)

15.8
(3)

17.7
(12)

57.9
(11)

29.4
(20)

26.3
(5)

P .05
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Table B-11 data revealed two statistically significant findings. First, significantly

more Black Effective School teachers than those at Hispanic Effective Schools perceived

that a plan for improvement followed formal classroom observations. Sixty-one percent of

Black School teachers agreed that an improvement plan followed observations compared to

41 percent of Hispanic Schools teachers. Secondly, 53 percent of Black Original School

teachers similarly concurred, compared with only 16 percent Hispanic Original School

teachers.

The next teacher supervision question also pertained to instruction, "Principal

emphasis on instructional improvement after observation."

In Table B-12, none of the comparisons between teacher comparison groups was

statistically significant. Additionally, there were no noticeable differences between these

groups on the principal's emphasis on instructional improvement after observation. At

least half the teachers of each group felt the principal put mphasis on instructional

improvement after observation. The teacher comparison groups generally were evenly

divided between the "undecided" and "disagree" responses.
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Table B-12

Teacher Comparison Groups' Perceptions of the Principals'
Emphasis on Instructional Improvement After Observation.

(Principal's main emphasis is on instructional
improvement following observation - Q. 49).

-Urfa_
Percent

Undecided
Percent

Disagree
Percent

Comparison Groups (Number) Monber) (Number)

All Hispanic 55.7 27.1 17.2

with (39) (19) (12)

All Black 57.2 23.7 19.1

(87) (36) (29)

All New 60.1 23.9 16.0
with (83) (33) (22)

All Original 51.2 26.2 22.6
(43) (22) (19)

Black New 61.4 22.7 15.9
with (54) (20) (14)

Black Original 51.6 25.0 23.4
(33) (16) (15)

Hispanic New 58.0 26.0 16.0
with (29) (13) (8)

Hispanic Original 50.0 30.0 20.0
(10) (6) (4)

Black New 61.4 22.7 15.9
with (54) (20) (14)

Hispanic New 58.0 26.0 16.0
(29) (13) (8)

Black Original 51.6 25.0 23.4
with (33) (16) (15)

Hispanic Original 50.0 30.0 20.0
(10) (6) (4)



The last teacher supervision item is, "Principal rarely makes informal contacts." In

a school which is properly supervised, a principal will make many informal contacts. A

high level of disagreement on this item would reveal that the principal interacts regularly

with students and staff.

No statistically significant differences occurred. (See Table B-13.) These reports

indicate a high level of informal contacts made by the principals.



Table B-13

Teacher Comparison Groups; Perceptions of the Frequency
of the Principals' Informal Contacts. (Principal

rarely makes informal contacts - Q. 50).

-Agtel-
Percent

Undecided Disagree
Percent Percent

Comparison Group a (Number) (Number)

All Hispanic 14.1 2.8

_alumberl

83.1

with (10) (2) (59)

All Black 16.2 10.4 73.4
(25) (16) (113)

All New 10.9 8.8 80.3

with (15) (12) (110)

All Original 22.7 6.8 70.5
(20) (6) (62)

Black New 11.5 12.6 75.9

with (10) (11) (66)

Black Original 22.4 7.5 70.1
(15) (5) (47)

Hispanic New 10.0 2.0 88.0

Nvith (5) (1) (44)

Hispanic Original 23.8 4.8 71.4

(5) (1) (15)

Black New 11.5 12.6 75.9

with (10) (11) (66)

Hispanic New 10.0 2.0 88.0

(5) (1) (44)

Black Original 22.4 7.5 70.1

with (15) (5) (47)

Hispanic Original 23.8 4.8 71.4

(5) (1) (15)



DISCUSSION PAPER C

Detailed Findings On Leadership:

Written Statement of Purpose
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Principals were asked to respond "yes" or "no" to the question, "Do you have a

mission or statement of purpose for the school?" Teachers were asked to give one of three

responses--agree, disagree, or undecided--to the statement, "A written purpose does not

exist." A paraphrase of the statement was included, "A written statement of purpose that is

the driving force behind most important decisions does not exist in this school."

A school's written purpose helps to set goals and provides a definitive direction. It is a

key ingredient of the leadership setting the final tone for a school once management and

supervition parameters have been established.

A. II 6 I I Writ

17
Table C-1

Principals' Perceptions of the Existence of a Written
Purpose for the School. (Do you have a mission
or statement of purpose of the school? - Q. 79).

Prinnalltam

Do you have a mission
or statement of pur-
pose of the school?
(Q. 79)

Yes .Na._ Total
Percent Percent Percent

INumber) (Number) (Number)

94.7 5.3 100.0%
(18) (1) (19)

All but one of the principals reported a mission or statement of purpose for their

schools. Only one answered negatively. (See Table C-i.)

Teachers' responses on this rubject are in Table C-2.



Table C-2

Teachers' Perceptions of the Existence of a Written
Purpose. (A written statement of purpose that is

the driving force behind most important decisions
does net exist in this school - Q. 16).

_Agret_ Undecided Diugrse_ Total
Percent Percent Percent Percent

(Number) (Number) (Number) (Number)

Tender Item

A written statement of
purpose that is the
driving force behind
most important deci-
sions does not exist
in this school. 27.0 20.3 52.7 100.0%

(Q. 16) (60) (45) (117) (222)

Slightly more than half of the teacher respondents (52.7 percent) disagreed that a

written statement of purpose does not exist tbr the school. A response of disagreement (to the

statement as worded in the questionnaire) indicates that they perceived that a written

statement doee actually exist for the school. Twenty-seven percent agreed with the state-

ment (again, as worded) which must be interpreted to mean that they perceived that, a

written statement for their schools did not exist.

Although almost ninety-five percent of the principals said their schools had a written

statement of purpose, many teachers disagreed. This response indicated a noteworthy

disparity between perceptions of principals and teachers, notwithstanding the differences

in the way the questions were asked.

B. ' 3 I. 1 1 .1/ 1 * 11 *1 11 ' ' 3 111 3 11 11

Groupa

Teachers were grouped in the following six subcategories of Effective Schools to

compare their perceptions of management: (1) all Hispanic with all Black; (2) all New

with all Original; (3) all Black New with all Black Original; (4) all Hispanic New with

all Hispanic Original; (5) all Black New with all Hispanic New; and (6) all Black

Original with all Hispanic Original. Each leadership/written-statement-of-purpose item



is presented as a table heading, and data from each of the categorical responses was

compared.

While not statistically significant, a disparity between the Hispanic and Black School

teachers may be seen in Table C-3. A larger percentage of Black School teachers than

Hispanic School teachers disagreed that a written statement of purpose does not exist at

their school. However, the difference could be because there were more Black than

Hispanic schools in the survey.
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Table C-3

'reacher Comparison Groups' Perceptions of the Existence
of a Written Purpose for the School. (A written statement
of purpose that is the driving force behind most important

decisions doe rigt exist in this school - Q. 16).

comparison Grquila

All Hispanic
with

All Black

_Agtte,._ Undecigkd _Difiagri&
Percent Percent Percent
(Number) ..atinteri (Number)

29.8 25.4 44.8
(20) (17) (30)

25.8 18.1 56.1
(40) (28) (87)

All New
with

All Original

21.5 20.7 57.8
(29) (28) (78)

35.6 19.6 44.8
(31) (17) (39)

Black New
with

Black Original

20.5 15.9 63.6
(18) (14) (56)

32.8 20.9 46.3
(22) (14) (31)

Hispanic New
with

Hispanic Original

23.4 29.8 46.8
(11) (14) (22)

45.0 15.0 40.0
(9) (3) (8)

Black New
with

Hispani,; New

20.5
(18)

23.4
(11)

15.9
(14)

29.8
(14)

63.6
(56)

46.8
(22)

Black Original
with

Hispanic Original

32.8
(22)

45.0
(9)

20.9
(14)

15.0
(3)

46.3
(31)

40.0
(8)
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DISCUSSION PAPER D

Time on Task:

Reading, Math, and Language Arts

8;)



Since great importance is placed on mastering basic skills, the percentage of

academically engaged time spent on reading, language arts and math skills are notable

indicators. The Percent of time spent on student-teacher interaction also was thought to be

important. The degree to which teachers were able to determine the allocation of time for

basic skill instruction was assessed as well. Data on these items are presented in Table D-

1 and are based on principal and teacher perceptions.

Table D-1

Principals and Teachers' Perceptions of Time-On lasks in
Twenty Effective Elementary School Programs.

21109 31-70 'rotal
Percent PercentPercent Percent

..atuniblE1 (Number) (Number) (Number)

Principal Item

About what percent
of academically en-
gaged time do stu-
dents spend on the
development of
reading skills? 25.0 35.0 40.0 100.0%

(Q. 23) (5) (7) (8) (20)

About what percent
of academically en-
gaged time do stu-
dents spend on math
skills? (Q. 24)

10.0 90.0 100.0%
(2) (18) (20)

Approximately what
percent of class-
room time is spent
on student-teacher
interaction as op-
posed to teacher
conference and/or
demonstration in
academic activi- 57.9 31.5 10.6 100.0%

ties? (Q. 25) (11) (6) (2) (19)



Trachea liana

Two hours or more are
allocated for reading
language arts each
day throughout this
school. (Q. 29)

Individual teachers
determine allocated
time for basic
skill instruction
without guidelines.
(Q. 30)

Table D-1 (cont.)

_Agrer,_ linsloided Disagree acital
Percent Percent Percent Percent

(Number) (Numbeal (Numbtu (Number)

87.2 7.9 4.9 100.0%
(197) (18) (11) (226)

12.4 12.8 74.8 100.0%
(28) (29) (169) (226)

Table D-1 depicts considerable difference among principals' perceptions of the

amount of academically engaged time students spend on reading skills development

compared to math skills. One-fourth of the principals perceived that 71 to 100 percent of

academically engaged time is spent on the reading skills development. Seven principals

(35 percent) claimed 31 to 70 percent of the time was spent on reading skills and 30 percent

or less academically engaged time was devoted to developing reading skills, according to

eight (40 percent) other principals. Unlike the varying percentages of time spent

developing math skills, the percentages of time spent on the reading skills development

appears more evenly distributed. Ninety percent of the principals (18 of 20) indicated that

30 percent or less of academically engaged time was devoted to the math skills

development.

Closely associated with the percentages of academically engaged time spent by

students in reading and mathematics is the amount of classroom time spent on teacher-

student interaction. Nearly 60 percent of the principals thought that the majority of

classroom time (71 to 100 percent) was spent on teacher-student interaction. Another 30

percent of the principals felt that 31 to 70 percent of clasSruom time was spent on such

interaction. What is unclear from these figures and requires additional investigation is
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the relationship of classroom time spent on student-teacher interaction as it pertains

specifically to reading or math skills development.

Teachers also were asked how much time is allocated for reading/language arts on a

daily basis. The vast majority of teachers (87.2 percent) indicated that, "Two hours or

more are allocated for reading/language arts each day throughout this school." Only five

percent of the teachers disagreed. While the items concerning time spent developing

reading skills were different for principals and teachers, the majority of each group

indicated consistently that a large portion of time was devoted to reading skills

development.

Principals and teachers also were surveyed on whether teachers determined the

amount of time allocated for basic skill instruction. Once again it should be kept in mind

that the questions were totally comparable in how they were phrased or measured. Never-

theless, three fourths of the teachers (74.8 percent) disagreed with the following statement,

"Individual teachers determine allocated time for basic skill instruction without

guidelines." About 12 percent agreed with the statement and an equal number were

"undecided." Principals were asked to reply "yes" or "no" when asked whether

individual teachers determined the proportion of time allocated to basic skills instruction

and development. The essential difference between the statements was that teachers were

asked if they determined, without guidelines, allocated time for basic skill instruction.

Even with this difference, the results were quite consistent. Sixty percent of the principals

replied negatively--individual teachers did not determine the proportion of time allocated

to basic skills instruction and development. Seventy-five percent of the teachers

essentially agreed with that perception. Forty percent of the principals (8), however, did

believe that teachers determined the proportion of time allocated to basic skill instruction

and development.

After examining principals and teachers' collective responses to statements

regarding time on task, some consistency was found between their responses.

Next, teacher perceptions comparisons were made of time allocated for reading/

language arts and whether teachers determined time for skill instruction. These

comparisons were made based on the effective elementary school programs in which they

worked.
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School racial classification groups were determined by the predominant race of the

school children at the time of program selection. Schools brought into the program initially

are referred to in this document as "Original Effective Schools." Schoo. Aded at a later

date are referred to as "New Effective Schools." Table D-2 outlines teacher comparison

groups' perceptions. Table D-2 also presents the comparative percentages between the

groups indicating whether a significant difference occurred between group perceptions.

Table D-2 shows no significant relationships among the groups of teachers who were

compared. However, there are some interesting observations that are apparent in this

table. Teachers working in Original Effective Schools, as well as those in predominantly

Hispanic Schools, were somewhat more likely to agree with the statement, "Two hours or

more are allocated for reading/language arts each day throughout this school," than other

groups were.

Table D-3 presents the comparative perceptions of teachers in their respective settings

on the item, "Individual teachers determine allocated time for basic skill instruction

without guidelines."

Only one significant difference was found as shown in Table D-3. When perceptions

of New Effective School teachers were compared with those at Hispanic Original Schools,

the results indicated there wan a Chicago Effective Schools Project impact. Hispanic New

Effective School teachers (76 percent) were more likely to disagree that they determine

allocated time for instruction without guidelines than were Hispanic Original Effective

School teachers (66.7 percent). No other significant differences were found among the

other teacher comparison groups. Nevertheless, there appears to be a slight tendency

among all Original Effective School teachers to agree that they were more involved in

determining allocated time for basic skill instruction without guidelines than all New

Effective School teachers .
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Table D-2

Teacher Comparison Groups' Perceptions Regarding Time Allocated
for Reading/Language Arts. (Two hours or more are allocated

for reading language skills each day throughout this
school - Q. 29).

Agrer Undecided Disagree
Percent Percent Percent

CODMiti121L(rnilid IlEumbtri INumber) (Number)

All Hispanic
with

All Black

92.8

(65)

84.6

(132)

4.3

(3)

9.6

(15)

2.9

(2)

5.8

(9)

All New 86.1 9.5 4.4

with (118) (13) (6)

All Original 88.8 5.6 5.6

(79) (5) (5)

Black New 83.0 12,5 4.5

with (73) (11) (4)

Black Original 86.7 5.9 7.4
(59) (4) (5)

Hispanic New 91.8 4.1 4.1

with (45) (2) (2)

Hispanic Original 95.2 4.8

(20) (1)

Black New 83.0 12.5 4.5

with (73) (11) (4)

Hispanic New 91.8 4.1 4.1

(45) (2) (2)

Black Original 86.7 5.9 7.4
with (59) (4) (5)

Hispanic Original 95.2 4.8 1

(20) (1)



Table D-3

Teacher Comparison Groups' Perceptions of Determining
Allocated Time for Skill Instruction. (Individual
teachers determine allocated time for basic skill

instruction without guidelines - Q. 30).

Comparison Groups

_Agrae_ _Undecided _Diu=
Percent Percent Percent
(Number) (Numberl. (Number)

All Hispanic Schools 9.9
with (7)

All Black Schools 13.5
(21)

16.9 73.2
(12) (52)

11.0 75.5
(17) (117)

All New 10.2 12.3 77.5

with (14) (17) (107)

All Original 15.9 13.6 70.5
(14) (12) (62)

Black New 12.5 9.1 78.4

with (11) (8) (69)

Black Original 14.9 13.4 71.7
(10) (9) (48)

Hispanic New 6.0 18.0 76.0

with (3) (9) (38)

Hispanic Original 19.0 14.3 66.7
(4) (3) (14)

Black New 12.5 9.1 78.4

with (11) (8) (69)

Hispanic New 6.0 18.0 76.0
(3) (9) (38)

Black Original 14.9 13.4 71.7

with (10) (9) (48)

Hispanic Original 19.0 14.3 66.7
(4) (3) (14)
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DISCUSSION PAPER E

Principal/Teacher Learning Expectations of Students



This portion includes four sections: General Expectations on Performance;

Expectations of the Home Environment; Principal and Teacher Expectations of Students'

Mastery of Basic Skills and Standardized Tests; and Expectations Regarding the

Students' Futures.

A. General Expectations of Performance

Because expectations held of students is often thought of as a motivating force,

information was sought on the general expectations held of students. Information

covering these items are presented in Table EA and were obtained by tabulating both

principals and teachers' perceptions.

Almost all the principals (19 out of 20) regarded student performance as high.

However, only three-quarters of the principals believed that their teachers expect high

proportions of their students to perform well.

Are the principals correct in their assessment of their teachers? It appears that the

principals were more generous in their assessment of teachers than were the teachers

themselves. One-third of the teachers agreed with the statement, "Teachers in this school

do ma hold consistently high expectations for ail students," and nearly 13 percent of the

teachers were undecided. Only slightly more than half the teachers felt their expectations

of students were consistently high.
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Table E-1

Principal/Teachers' Perceptions of Expectations
of Students in Twenty Effective Elementary

School Programs.

Principal Item

I expect high proportions
of students in my school
to perform well. (Q. 12)

Teachers in this school
expect high proportions
of their students to
perform well. (Q. 11)

Teacher Items

Extent ofAnyeement

Agri& Undedded Dian= Total
Percent Percent Percent Percent

(Number) (Number) (Number) (Number)

95.0
(19)

75.0
(15)

. Om 5.0
(1)

100.0%
(2)

25.0 100.0%
(5) (20)

Teachers in this school
do not hold consistently 33.7 12.8 53.5 100.0%
high expectations for all (76) (29) (121) (226)
students. (Q. 13)

Teacher comparison groups' perceptions are in Table E-2. The data shows no

significant differences between teacher comparison groups on teacher expectations. There

was a slight tendency for Original Effective School teachers to disagree more than other

teachers with the statement, "Teachers in this school do ad hold consistently high

expectations for all students."
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Table E-2

Teacher Comparison Groups' Perceptions Regarding High
Student Expectations. (Teachers in this school do not

hold consistently high expectations for all
students - Q. 11).

COTT1Darisoi) GTO IlDa

All Hispanic
with

All Black

Agile Undecided Disagree
Percent Percent Percent

iNumber) (Number) (Number)

32.9 15.7 51.4
(23) (11) (36)

34.0 11.5 54.5
(53) (18) (85)

All New
with

All Original

31.9
(44)

36.4
(32)

15.9
(22)
8.0

(7)

52.2
(72)

55.6
(49)

Black New
with

Black Original

31.8
(28)

36.7
(25)

14.8
(13)
7.4

(5)

53.4
(47)

55.9
(38)

Hispanic New
with

Hispanic Original

32.0 18.0 50.0
(16) (9) (25)

35.0 10.0 55.0
(7) (2) (11)

Black New
with

New

31.8 14.8 53.4
(28) (13) (47)

32.0 18.0 50.0
(16) (9) (25)

Black Original
with

Hispanic Original

36.7
(25)

35.0
(7)

7.4
(5)

10.0
(2)

55.9
(38)

55.0
(11)
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B. Expectations of Home Background

Many teachers (46 percent) disagreed with the statement, "Teachers believe that a

student's home background is lid the primary factor that determines individual student

achievement in this school." In other words, a good number of teachers believed a

student's home background Li of primary importance. (See Table E-4.)

While the majority of the teachers thought home background to be so important, more

than one-third (35.3 percent) "agreed" that the student's home background is nat the

primary factor determining individual student achievement. Additionally, nearly 20

percent of the teachers were undecided as to the importance of home background on student

achievement. The results were not as clear as expected.

Table E-3

Teachers' Perceptions of Impact of the Student's
Background on Achievement in Twenty Effective

Elementary School Progrrms.

Teacher Item

Teachers believe that
a student's home
background is Lat
the primary factor
that determines
individual student
achievement in this
school (Q. 45)

Agme Undecided Disagree Total
Percent Percent Percent Percent

(Numberl (Number) f Number) (Number)

35.3
(79)

-.111. 1111

18.7
(42)

46.0
(103)

100.0%
(224)

Table E-4 depicts no significant differences in the teacher comparison groups.

However, Black Original School teachers perceived more than did other teachers surveyed

that, "Teachers believe that a student's home background is not the primary factor that

determines individual student achievement in this school."

C. Principal and Teacher Expectations of Students' Mastery of jialk3killa_and
StandardizaiTsata

Principals' and teachers' expectations of whether or not students will master basic

skills and perform well on standardized tests raq shown in Table E-5.
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Principals were asked to respond to the following statement, "Teachers expect high

proportions of their students to do well on standardized tests." Seventy percent (14) of the

principals agreed with the statement while 25 percent (5) disagreed. Only one principal

was undecided. Teachers were not asked to respond to this.

Teachers responded to two very similar items. In the first item teachers iesponded to a

general statement, "Almost all students are expected to master basic skills at each grade

level." The vast majority of the teachers (91.6 percent) agreed with the statement while less

than one in 10 (7.1 percent) disagreed. But teacher responses changed substantially when

their expectations for mastering basic skills were directly linked to the instructional pro

gram. In the latter case, we find less than 60 percent (57.2) of the teachers agreeing with the

statement, "Teathers believe that all students in this school can master basic skills as a

direct result of the instructional program." Slightly more than one-fifth of the teachers

(22.3 percent) disagreed with the statement suggesting their disagreement was perhaps

linked more to the instructional program impact rather than the issue of students

mastering basic skills.
Teachers comparison groups' perceptions were made on the items above. Table E-6

presents a comparison of teacher perceptions showing percentages between groups of

teachers as well as i7xlicating significant differences where they occurred on the item,

"Almost all students are expected to master basic skills at each grade level."



Table E-4

Teacher Comparison Groups' Perceptions Regarding the
Impact of Home Background on Student Achievement.

(Teachers believe that a student's home background
is ngt the primary factor that determines individual

student achievement in this school - Q. 45).

Comparison Groups

Agin
Percent

(Number)

Undecided Disagree
Percent Percent

(Number) (Number)

All Hispanic 34.3 20.0 45.7

with (24) (14) (32)

All Black 35.7 18.2 46.1
(55) (28) (71)

All New 32.8 21 2 46.0

with (45) (29) (63)
All Original 39.1 14.9 46.0

(34) (13) (40)

Black New 32.2 23.0 44.8

with (28) (20) (39)
Black Original 40.3 11.9 47.8

(27) (8) (32)

Hispanic New 34.0 18.0 48.0

with (17) (9) (24)

Hispanic Original 35.0 25.0 40.0
(7) (5) (8)

Black New 32.2 23.0 44.8

with (28) (20) (39)

Hispanic New 34.0 18.0 48.0
(17) (9) (24)

Black Original 40.3 11.9 47.8

with (27) (8) (32)

Hispanic Original 35.0 25.0 40.0
(7) (5) (8)
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Table E-5

Principal and Teacher Expectations of Student
Performance on Standardized Tests and Mastery

of Basic Skills in Twenty
Effective Elementary School Programs

Principal Item

Teachers expect high
proportions of their
students to do well
on standardized
tests. (Q. 16)

Teacher Item

Almost all students
are expected to
master basic skills
at each grade level.
(Q. 20)

Teachers believe that
all students in this
school can master basic
skills as a direct
result of the
instructional
prognm. (Q. 37)

Ague ladesided Disagree Total
Percent Percent Percent Percent

f Number) (Number) aiumber) (Number)

70.0 5.0 25.0 100.0%
(14) (1) (5) (20)

91.6 1.3 7.1 100.0%
(206) (3) (16) (225)

57.2 20.5 22.3 100.0%
(128) (46) (50) (214)

Prom Table E-6, two areas of significant differences were detected. In the first

instance, where perceptions of Hispanic Original and New School were compared with

those of Black Original and New School teachers, Hispanic School teachers were more

likely to agree that, "Almost all students are expected to master basic skills at each grade

level." This perception was further reinforced when all Hispanic Original Effective

School teachers agreed with the statement while only 84 percent of Black Original School

teachers felt their students are expected to master basic skills at each grade level. The

difference was a significant one. No other significant differences were found.
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A second item, "Teachers believe that all students in this school can master basic

skills as a direct result of the instructional program," also was analyzed by teacher

comparison groups. Table E-7 presents the results of these comparisons, showing

percentages between teacher groups as well as indicating significant differences where

they occurred.

Only one statistical significance was found on the item, "Teachers believe that all

students in this school can master basic skills as a direct result of the instructional

program." This occurred in the comparison between Black New Effective School teachers

and Hispanic New Effective School teachers. Three-fifths of Black New Effective School

teachers (61.4 percent) felt students master basic skills as a direct result of the

instructional program while slightly less than 50 percent (46.9) of Hispanic New School

teachers agreed with this.



Table E-6

Teacher Comparison Groups Perceptions that all Students
Master Basic Skills at Each Grade Level. ;Almost all

students are expected to master basic skills at each
grade level - Q. 20).

Comparison Groupa

Agree Undecided Disagree
Percent Percent Percent

(Numberl (Number) (Number)

All Hispanic *
with

All Black

98.6
(70)

88.3
(136)

..
...

2.0
(3)

1.4
(1)

9.7
(15)

All New 94.1 1.5 4.4
with (128) (2) (6)

All Original 87.6 1.1 11.3
(78) (1) (10)

Black New 91.8 2.3 5.9
with (79) (2) (5)

Black Original 83.8 1.5 14.7
(57) (1) (10)

Hispanic New
with

Hispanic Original

98.0
(49)

100.0
(21) /a.

2.0
(1)

.10

Black New
with

Hispanic New

91.8
(79)

93.0
(49)

2.3
(2)

5.9
(5)

2.0
(1)

Black Original *
with

Hispanic Original

P .05

83.8
(57)

100.0
(12)

AS.

14.7
(10)



Table E-7

Teacher Comparison Groups' Perceptions Regarding Expectations
of Students Mastering Basic Skills As Result of the
Instructional Program. (Teachers believe that all
students in this school can master basic skills as a
direct result of the instructional program - Q. 37).

Comparison Groups

Age= Updecided Disagng
Percent Percent Percent

ili1U11h21.1 (Number) (Number)

All Hispanic 51.5 20.6 27.9

with (35) (14) (19)
All Black 59.6 20.5 19.9

(93) (32) (31)

All New 56.2 21.9 21.9

with (77) (30) (30)

All Original 58.6 18.4 23.0
(51) (16) (20)

Black New 61.4 20.5 18.1

with (54) (18) (16)
Black Original 57.4 20.6 22.0

(39) (14) (15)

Hispanic New 46.9 24.5 28.6
with (23) (12) (14)

Hispanic Original 63.2 10.5 26.3
(12) (2) (7)

Black New * 61.4 20.5 18.1

with (54) (18) (16)
Hispanic New 46.9 24.5 28.6

(23) (12) (14)

Black Original 57.4 20.6 22.0

with (39) (14) (15)
Hispanic Original 63.2 10.5 26.3

(12) (2) (7)

P .05
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D. Looking Toward the Future

The final section on expectations deals only with principals' projections of future

student success. These expectations have to do with students finishing high school and

going on to attend college. Table E-8 reports on these two items.

The principals' perceptions are startling and very with much of the information found

in previous expectation sections. According to Table E-8, only 60 percent of the principals

believed students in their school would finish high school. Optimism dropped four-fold

when principals were asked to anticipate their students attending college--only 151 vcent

believed most of their students would.



Table E-8

Principal Expectations of Student Performance on
Standarized Test and Mastery of Basic Skills in
Twenty Effective Elementary School Programs.

hinds, al Item

I believe most of the
students in this
school will finish
high school. (Q. 14)

I believe most of the
students in this
school will also
attend college.
(Q. 15)

Extent of Agreement

Aguie ladeddel Disagree latial
Percent Percent Percent Percent

(Number) (Number) (liumberl f Number)

60.0
(12)

..
a,.

40.0 100.0%
(8) (20)

15.0 -- 85.0 100.0%
(2) (18) (20)



DISCUSSION PAPER F

Detailed Findings on Student Assessment
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A. Peleaddentaultimanti
A majority of teachers agreed that the principal and teachers analyze test results in

order to plan instructional program modifications (see Table F-1). Forty-nine percent of

the teachers agreed with the statements, while 30.1 percent disagreed. A considerable

percentage of teachers were undecided about this issue--21.2 percent.

Table F-1

Teachers' Perceptions of Whether the Principal and
Teachers Analyze Test Results

Teacher Item

Principal and teachers
analyze test results.
(Teachers and the
principal thoroughly
review and analyze
test results to plan
instructional pro-
gram modifica-
tions.) (Q. 21)

Ague undecided Disagree Total
Percent Percent Percent Percent

(Numberl (Number) f Number) fliumheal

48.7 21.2 30.1 100.0%
(110) (48) (68) (226)

Table F-2 reports teachers' perceptions of standardized testing as a valid measure of

students' skills. The distribution of their responses was fairly even. Forty-two percent of

the teachers (96) disagreed with the statement, Only 31.7 percent agreed with the statement.

Twenty-six percent were undecided about the issue.
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Table F-2

Teachers' Perceptions on the Standardized Testing Program
As A Valid Measure of Skills.

Tracheal=

Agzea, Undecided Pisagree Thud

Percent Percent Fercent Percent
(Number) f Number) (Number) atitake.6

The standardized
testing program is
an accurate and velid
measure of the basic
skills curriculum
in this school. 31.7 26.0 42.3 100.0%

(Q. 19) (72) (59) (96) (227)41
Table F-3 reports principal's oneptions on four student assessment items. In the

first item, principals were asked how frequently they perceived teachers to use Iowa Test

results to set instructional goals. Sixty percent of the principals felt teachers used test

results "most times" to set instructional goals. Twenty-five percent perceived that

teachers sometimes use test results, while 10.0 percent 'felt they rarely do. One principal

did not know if teachers use the Iowa Test to set instructional goals.

The second item recorded principals' perceptions of the frequency with which teachers

use the Iowa Test to evaluate student progress. Most principals surveyed (65.0 percent) felt

that teachers "most times" used the test for this purpose. Thirty percent felt that teachers

sometimes do, while only one principal thought that teachers rarely use the Iowa Test for

this purpose.
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In the third item, principals indicated strongly their perceptions about the use of

multiple assessment methods. Seventy-eight percent responded that "never" are multiple

assessment methods nd used to evaluate student progress. Twenty-two percent perceived

that "rarely" are these assessment methods not used.

The principals unanimously perceived, in the fourth item, that "most times" teachers

are encouraged to use all available achievement data to improve classroom instruction.

When comparisons were made between teacher perceptions on whether the principal

and teachers use test results to plan instructional modifications, there were no significant

disparities. A fairly even distribution of responses among all groups may be seen in Table

F-4.

On th issue of standardized testing as a valid measure of skills, no statistical

significance was found of teachers' perceptions among the comparison groups. Because

the distribution of responses for each group varied, no significant conclusions can be

drawn.
When comparisons were made between teacher perceptions on whether the principal

and teachers use test results to plan instructional modifications, there were no significant

disparities. A fairly even distribution of responses among all groups may be seen in Table

F-4.



Table F-3

Principals' Perceptions on all Student Assessment Items

Principal Items

Teachers use
the results
from the Iowa
Test of Basic
Skills in
setting in-
strnctional
goals (Q. 34)

Teachers also
use the Iowa
Test of Basic
Skills in eval-
uating student
progress.
(Q. 35)

Multiple assess-
ment methods are
not used to eval-
uate student
progress. (Q. 36)

Teachers are en-
couraged to use
all available
achievement data
to improve class-
room instruction.
(Q. 37)

Most Times Sometimes Barely

Percent Percent Percent
(Number) (Number) f Number)

60.0 25.0 10.0
(12) (5) (2)

65.0 30.0 5.0
(13) (6) (1)

- W..

Ob. ..

100.0
(20) ..

Never Don't Know

Percent Percent
iNumber) (Number)

...

22.2 77.8
(4) (14)

5.0
(1)

...

Isial

Percent
(Number)

100.0%
(20)

100.0%
(20)

100.0%
(18)

100.0%
(20)
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Table F-4

Teacher Comparison Groups' Perceptions on Whether the
Principal and Teacher Analyze Test Results. (Teachers

and the principal thoroughly review and analyze test
results to plan instructional program

modifications - Q. 21).

AR= Undecided Disagree
Percent Percent Percent

Comparison Groups f Number) (Namber) (Number)

All Hispanic 48.6 20.0 31.4

with (34) (14) (22)

All Black 48.7 21.8 29.5
(76) (34) (46)

All New 55.8 22.5 21.7

with (77) (31) (30)

All Original 37.5 19.3 43.2
(33) (17) (38)

Black New 58.0
with (51)

Black Original 36.8
(25)

22.7
(20)

20.6
(14)

19.3
(17)

42.6
(29)

Hispanic New 52.0
with (26)

Hispanic Original 40.0
(8)

22.0
(11)

15.0
(3)

26.0
(13)

45.0
(9)



Table F-5

Teacher Comparison Groups' Perceptions on the Standardized
Testing Programs as a Valid Measure of Skills. (The
standardized testing program is an accurate and valid

measure of the basic skills curriculum in this
school - Q. 19).

AZ= Undecided . Disagree
Percent Percent Percent

cd/nutariauLarsuiza (Number) (Number) thaLdad

All Hispanic
with

All Black

29.6 25.3 45.1
(21) (18) (32)

32.7 26.3 41.0
(51) (41) (64)

All New
with

All Original

31.9 32.6 35.5
(44) (45) (49)

31.5 15.7 52.8
(28) (14) (47)

Black New 35.2 33.0 31.8
with (31) (29) (28)

Black Original 29.4 17.7 52.9
(20) (12) (36)

Hispanic New 26.0 32.0 42.0
with (13) (16) (21)

Hispanic Original 38.1 9.5 52.4
(8) (2) (11)

Black New 35.2 33.0 31.8
with (31) (29) (28)

Hispanic New 26.0 32.0 42.0
(13) (16) (21)

Black Original 29.4 17.7 52.9
with (20) (12) (36)

Hispanic Original 38.1 9.5 52.4
(8) (2) (11)
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No significant differences of teacher comparison groups perceptions were found

because the distribution of group responses varied on the issue of standardized testing as a

valid measure of skills.



DISCUSSION PAPER G

Detailed Findings on School Climate/Discipline



A. TeareAtion _of _Discipline.
The majority of teachers :perceive that discipline is a problem in the schools (see Table

G-1). Approximately 60 percent of all the teachers surveyed disagreed with the statement,

"Discipline is not an issue in this school."

Table G-1

Teachers' Perceptions of Discipline as an Issue in the School

AU= Undecided Disagree Total
Percent Percent Percent Percent

alamhell (Number) (Number) (Number)

Teacherilem

Generally,
discipline is
not an issue
in this school. 29.5 10.6 59.9 100.0%

(Q. 51) (67) (24) (136) (227)

For the most part, teachers felt the responsibility for discipline is assumed by the

appropriate parties: teachers, administrators and parents. Sixty-three percent of the

teachers agreed with the above statement, and 31.3 percent disagreed. (See Table G-2.)
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Table G-2

Teachers' Perceptions of Responsibility for
Discipline in the School .

Acne Undecided Disagree Ida.'
Percent Percent Percent Percent

(Number) (Number) (Number) (Number)

Teacher Item

Teachers, admin-
istrators and
parents assume
responsibility
for discipline
in this school. 62.5 6.2 31.3 100.0%
(Q. 23) (142) (14) (71) (227)

Half the teachers perceived that student behavior is generally positive in their school.

A fairly large percentage, 38.7 percent, disagreed that student behavior was positive in

their school. Eleven percent were undecided about the disposition of student behavior in

their school. (See Table G-3.)

Teacher Item

Student Behavior
is generally
positive in
this school.
(Q. 41)

Table G-3

Teachers' Perceptions of Student Behavior

Agxs& Undecided Disagree Total
Percent Percent Percent Percent

fNumberl (Number) (jamba') fNumber)

50.2 11.1
(113) (25)

38.7
(87)

100.0%
(225)



The student behavior issue is similar to the subject of students abiding by the rules.

The survey results also corresponded. Fifty percent of the teachers reported students do

abide by the rules. A meaningful 38.1 percent disagreed, thus perceiving that students do

not abide by the rules. (See Table G-4.)

Table G-4

Teachers' Perceptions of Students' Abiding by Rules

Acute Ibideridall Disagree Total
Percent Percent Percent Percent

fNumber) (Number) thmbral laumheil

Teacher Itam

Student in
this school
abide by school
rules. 50.2 11.7 38.1 10LO%

(Q. 47) (112) (26) (85) (223)

Table G-5 addressed the issue of low achievers causing discipiine problems. More

than 70 percent of teachers perceived that low achievers present more discipline problems

than other students. Only 20.3 percent disagreed with this, while 8.6 percent were

undecided.
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Teacher Item

In this school,
low-achieving stu-
dents present more
discipline prob-
lems than other
students. (Q. 3)

Table G-5

Teachers' Perceptions of Low Achievers Causing
More Discipline Problems

Agri& Undecided Di sag:ree Dia
Percent Percent Percent Percent

(Number), (N4mber) (Number) f Number)

71.1
(158)

8.6
(19)

20.3
(45)

100.0%
(222)

B. principals' Perceptions of Discipline

The principals virtually were divided on their perceptions of the home suspension uti-

lization. (See Table G-6). Forty-five percent agreed that home suspension usually is used

compared to 50.0 percent who disagreed.

Principal Item

Home suspension
is usually used
when a student
is suspended. (Q. 54)

Table G-6

Principals' Perceptions of the Utilization of
Home Suspension When a Student is Suspended

Agzu Undecided Disagree Taal
Percent Percent Percent Percent

fNumber) f Number) (Number) alumber)

45.0 5.0 50.0
(9) (1) (10)

100.0%
(20)



In Table G-7, while fifty-five percent of the principals agreed that their schools are not

a safe and secure place to work, forty-five percent disagreed.

Principal Item

This school is
not a safe and
secure place
to work. (Q. 55)

Table G-7

Principals' Perceptions of the School as a Safe
and Secure Place to Work

Agn1 Undecided Disagree Tata
Percent Percent Percent Percent

fNumber) (Number) iNumber) (Number)

55.0 - 45.0
(9)

100.0%
(20)

Table G-8 lists several means by which parents are notified that their children must be

disciplined. Fifty-eight percent of the principals, by responding "no," indicated that at

their school notes are ad used to notify parents when their child must be disciplined.

Forty-two percent responded with a "yes," thus indicating that parents arg notified by note.

Eighty percent of the principals responded "yes" to notifying parents by telephone

about discipline. Only 25.0 percent of tile principals said they use a letter to notify parents

about the child's discipline while 75 percent indicated that they do not send letters

regarding a child's discipline. Fifty-three percent of the principals indicated that home

visits are used to notify parents of discipline matters, compared to forty-seven percent who

reported that home visits are not used as a method of notification.



Table G-8

Principals' Perception of How Parents Are Notified
When Their Child Must Be Disciplined

iez N.12 Total
Percent Percent Percent

(Number) (Number) (Number)

Please describe
how a parent is
notified when
his or her
child must be
disciplined. (Q.57).

Parent notified
regarding child's
discipline by 42.1 57.9 100.0%

(8) (11) (19)

Parent notified
regarding child's
discipline by 80.0 20.0 100.0%
telephone. (16) (4) (20)

Parent notified
regarding child's
discipline by 25.0
letter. (5)

Parent notified
regarding child's
discipline by
home visit.

52.9
(9)

75.0
(15)

47.1
(8)

100.0%
(20)

100.0%
(17)

C.

Teachers were grouped in the following six sub-categories of Effective Schools to com-

pare their perceptions of management: (1) all Hispanic with all Black; (2) all New with all

Original; (3) all Black New with all Black Original; (4) all Hispanic New with all

Hispanic Original; (5) all Black New with all Hispanic New; and (6) all Black Original

with all Hispanic Original. Each leadership/management item is presented here as a

table heading, and data from each of the categorical responses listed above are compared.
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For example, teachers were asked if discipline is an issue in their school. Teacher

responses by comparison groups are presented in Table 0-9.

Two statistically significant differences between teacher comparison groups are in

Table G-9 which reports teacher perceptions of discipline. The first significant difference

occurred between teachers at all Hispanic Schools and those at all Black Schools. More

teachers at Black Schools-66.7 percent--disagreed that discioline was not an issue than

did teachers at Hispanic schools--45 percent. The second significant difference appeared

between Black Original School teachers and Hispanic Original school teachers. A higher

percentage of teachers at Black Orienal Schools--76.5 percent--disagreed with the state-

ment that discipline is not an issue compared with only 52.4 percent of Hispanic Original

School teachers. Thus, a disparity of 24.1 percentage points separated those two groups on

the issue of discipline in the school.
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Table G-9

Teacher Comparison Groups' Perceptions of Discipline
as an Issue in the School. (Generally, discipline

is not an issue in this school - Q. 51).

feamgariagn_Grawn

Ague
Percent

(Number)

lindegideal
Percent

(Number)

Di sagree
Percent

(Number)

All Hispanic * 42.2 12.7 45.1
with (30) (9) (32)

All Black 23.7 9.6 66.7
(37) (15) (104)

All New 37.7 9.4 52.9
with (52) (13) (73)

All Original 16.8 12.4 70.8
(57) (11) (63)

Black New 34.1 6.8
with (30) (6) (52)

Black Original 10.3 13.2 76.5
(7) (9) (52)

Hispanic New 44.0 14.0 42.0
with (22) (7) (21)

Hispanic Original 38.1 9.5 52.4
(8) (2)

Black New 34.1 6.8 59.1

with (30) (6) (52)
Hispanic New 44.0 14.0 42.0

(22) (7) (21)

Black Original * 10.3 13.2 76.5
with (7) (9) (52)

Hispanic Original 38.1 9.5 52.4
(8) (2) (11)

P .05



Table G-10 contains two statistically significant findings on the matter of who

assumes responsibility for school discipline. The first difference occurred between all

Hispanic School teachers and all Black School teachers. Thirty-seven percent of all Black

School teachers disagreed that teachers, administrators, and parents assume responsibil-

ity for discipline compared with only 19.7 percent of all Hispanic School teachers.

The second significant difference occurred between teachers at Black Original

Schools and those at Hispanic Original Schools. Forty-nine percent of Black Original

School teachers disagreed with the statement compared to 14.3 percent of all Hispanic

Original School teachers. Thus, significantly more Black Original School teachers per-

ceived that teachers, administrators, and parents do not assume responsibility than did

Hispanic Originals School teachers. Eighty-five percent of Hispanic Original School

teachers agreed with the statement.
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Table G-10

Teacher Comparison Groups' Perceptions of Responsibility
for Discipline in the School. (Teacher, administrators

and parents assume responsibility in this school - Q. 23).

Comparison Groups

All Hispanic *
with

All Black

Acme Undetided Disagree
Percent Percent Percent

(Number) (Number) (Number)

73.7 7.0 19.7
(52) (5) (14)

57.7 5.8 36.5
(90) (9) (57)

All New 68.1 6.5 25.4
with (94) (9) (35)

All Original 53.9 5.6 40.5
(48) (5) (36)

Black New 68.2 4.5 27.3
with (60) (4) (24)

Black Original 44.1 7.4 48.5
(30) (5) (33)

Hispanic New 68.0 10.0 22.0
with (34) (5) (11)

Hispanic Original 85.7 0.0 14.3
(18) (0) (3)

Black New 68.2
(60)

68.0
(34)

4.5
(4)

10.0
(5)

27.3
(24)

22.0
(11)

Black Original * 44.1 7.4 48.5
with (30) (5) (33)

Hispanic Original 85.7 0.0 14.3

.05

(18) (0) (3)

Table G-11 illustrates perceptions of student behavior by teacher comparison groups.

One significant difference occurred between teachers at all Hispanic and all Black

schools. There was almost a 27 percent disparity happening between the two groups--20.3
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percent of the Hispanic School teachers disagreed with the statement compared to 46.8 per-

cent at Black schools. Therefore, more teachers at Hispanic schools perceived positive stu-

dent behavior at their schools than did Black School teachers.

One statistically significant difference is given in Table G-12 which pertains to

teacher perceptions of students abiding by the rules. Perceptions between teachers at

Hispanic Original Schools and those at Black Originals Schools resulted in nearly a 17-

point disparity. Significantly more Black Original School teachers disagreed that the stu-

dent,s abide by rules than did teachers at Hispanic Original Schools--57 and 40 percent,

respectively.



Table G-11

Teacher Comparison Groups' Perceptions of Student B
(Student behavior is generally positive in this school -

Agin
Percent

fNumber)

Undecided
Percent

iltunbul

ehavior.
Q. 41)

Dian=
Percent

(Number)

All Hispanic * 66.7 13.0 20.3
with (46) (9) (14)

All Black 42.9 10.3 46.8
(67) (16) (73)

All New 60.3 10.3 29.4
with (82) (14) (40)

All Original 34.8 12.4 52.8
(31) (11) (47)

Black New 52.2 9.1 38.7
with (46) (8) (34)

Black Original 30.9 11.8 57.3
(21) (8) (39)

Hispanic New 75.0 12.5 12.5
with (36) (6) (6)

Hispanic Original 47.6 14.3 38.1
(10) (3) (8)

Black New 52.2
(46)

75.0
(36)

9.1
(8)

12.5
(6)

38.7
(34)

12.5
(6)

Black Original * 30.9 11.8 57.3
with (21) (8) (39)

Hiipanic Original 47.6 14.3 38.1
(10) (3) (8)

P .05



Table G-12

Teacher Comparison Groups' Perceptions of Student
Abiding by the Rules. (Students in this school

abide by the rules - Q. 47).

Comparison Groula

At= ladecided Dialuccet
Percent Percent Percent

(Number) (Number) (Number)

All Hispanic * 61.8 16.2 22.0
with (46) (11) (15)

All Black 45.2 9.7 45.1
(70) (15) (70)

All New 57.3 14.0 28.7
with (78) (19) (39)

All Original 39.1 8.0 52.9
(34) (7) (46)

Black New 53.4 10.2 36.4
with (47) (9) (32)

Black Original 34.3 9.0 56.7
(23) (6) (38)

Hispanic New 64.6 20.8 14.6
with (31) (10) (7)

Hispanic Original 55.0 5.0 40.0
(11) (1) (8)

Black New 53.4
(47)

64.4

10.2
(9)

20.8

36.4
(32)

14.6
(31) (10) (7)

Black Original * 34.3 9.0 56.7
with (23) (6) (38)

Hispanic Original 55.0 5.0 40.0
(11) (1) (8)

P .05

When comparisons were made between groups of teacher perceptions on low achievers
causing more discipline problems in Table G-13, no statistical significance was found.
The majority of teachers in each group agreed with the statement.
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Table G-13

Teachers Comparison Groups' Perception of Low Achievers Causing
More Discipline Problems. (In this school low achieving students

present more discipline problems than other students - Q. 3).

Comparison Groups

Agne ILndecided Diaagreg
Percent Percent Percent

(Number) (Numbe6 (Number)

All Hispanic *
with

66.7
(46)

11.6
(8)

21.7
(15)

All Black 73.2 7.2 19.6
(112) (11) (30)

All New 72.6 8.1 19.3
with (98) (11) (26)

All Original 69.0 9.2 21.8
(60) (8) (19)

Black New 75.6 4.6 19.8
with (65) (4) (17)

Black Original 70.2 10.4 19.4
(47) (7) (13)

Hispanic New 67.4 14.3 18.3
with (33) (7) (9)

Hispanic Original 65.0 5.0 30.0
(13)

Black New 75.6
657)

67.4
(33)

(6)

19.8
(17)

18.3
(9)

Black Original * 70.2 10.4 19.4
with (47) (7) (13)

Hispanic Original 65.0 5.0 30.0
(13) (1) (6)



DISCUSSION PAPER H

Detailed Findings on Staff Development:

Principal/Teachers



A. Teachers and Principal Perspective on Staff Development

Two teacher and principal items, each classified as staff development, were compat-

ible with each other. The first is whether or not the principal encourages teachers to en-

hance their teaching skills. Because new developments in education are constantly being

made, it is vital for both teachers and principals to update their skills through workshops.

Both teachers' and principals' perceptions are in Table H-1.

Table H-1

Principals' and Teachers' Perceptions of the Encouragement
of Teachers to Enhance Teaching Skills

Principal Item

Teachers in your
school are encour-
aged to update and
expand their teach-
ing capabilities.
(Q. 47)

Teacher Item

Promoting Activities
for Faculty. (The
principal is very
active in promoting
staff development
activities for the
faculty.) (Q. 25)

Agree laderided Disagree Total
Percent Percent Percent Percent

(Number) f Number) (Number) (Number)

100.0
(20)

65.5
(148) (25)

23.4
(53)

100.0%
(20)

100.0%
(226)

All of the principals perceived that teachers in their school are encouraged to update

and expand their teaching capabilities.

A comparable item from the teachers' perspectives did not produce such a unanimous

response. Teachers did not perceive their principals to encourage staff development activ-

ities to the same extent that principals did. Only 65.6 percent of the teachers agreed with the

statement, "The principal is very active in promoting staff development activities for the

faculty." Approximately one third of the teachers' responses comprised the "undecided"

and "disagree" categories--11.1 percent and 23.4 percent, respectively.
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Table H-2 illustrates teachers' and principals' perceptions of teachers sharing staff

development information. Principals, more than teachers, believed that teachers partici-

pating in staff development were reporting what they had learned to other teachers.

Table H-2

Principals' and Teachera' Perceptions of Teachers Sharing
Staff Development Information Obtained From Programs and

Workshops

Agrel Undecided Disagree Taal
Percent Percent Percent Percent

Usiumhal (Numberl iliwnlarl (Number)

Principaltam

The teachers who
participate in staff
development programs
do not usually
transmit the program
information to their
fellow teachers. 15.0 85.0 100.0%

(Q. 48) (3) (17) (20)

leacharltam

A teacher
representative
attending staff
development events
regularly reports
his/her learning
back to the rest of
the teachers.
(Q. 54)

62.6 11.0 26.4 100.0%
(145) (25) (60) (227)

The staff development teacher item addressed the issue of teachers who attend work-

shops communicating what they learn to fellow staff members. In one of the survey items,

teachers were asked if their school had a formal mechanism to transmit newly acquired

instructional methods. The findings are in Table H-3.

Just over half of the teachers (54.2 percent) agreed that there is a formal mechanism to

transmit learning. The other half were undecided (14 percent) or disagreed (32 percent).
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Table H-3

Teachers Perceptions of LI Pormal Mechanism to Transmit
Learning

Teacher Item

There is a formal
mechanism within the
school for a teacher
representative
attending staff
development to
transmit this in-
formation to the
rest of the
teachers. (Q. 55)

Au= Undecided Disagree Total,
Percent Percent Percent Percent

(Number) (Numberl iNumbeu fNumber)

54.2 14.1 31.7 100.0%
(123) (32) (72) (227)

B. Other Principal Perceptions on $.,41e Development

The first table reports on a collaboration between the teachers and principals to apply

new teaching methods in the classroom. Table H-4 contains the data of the responses

reported by principals.
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Table H-4

Principals' Perceptions of Joint Principal and Teacher
Efforts to Apply New Instructional Techniques

Principal Item

The principal and
teachers jointly
evaluate the impact
of newly acquired
teacher skills on
Students. (Q. 49)

Am& Dimas& Total
Percent Percent Percent

(Numbed frumberl atinati.2

66.7 33.3 100.0%
(12) (6) (18)

Two-thirds of the 18 principals perceived there is a joint effort between principals and

teachers to evaluate the impact of new instructional techniques on the students.

The next item assesses principals' perceptions on whether a sufficient amount of time

is allotted to teachers to discuss, among themselves, instructional goals and methods.

Ezinci2aLltam

Vammommor.

Adequate time is
provided for
teachers' inter-
action on instruc-
tional goals,
methods, and
materials. (Q. 50)

Table 11-5

Principals' Perceptions of the Allotment of Adequate
Time to Teachers to Interact on Instructional

Goals, Methods, and Materials

lig= Diaiigrag Total
Percent Percent Percent

(Number) (Number) (Number)

65.0 35.0
(13) (7)

100.0%
(20)
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The responses, reported in Table H-5, show 65 percent of principals perceived that

adequate time is allotted to the teachers to discuss, among themselves, instructional goals,

methods, and materials.

The last item in this section relates to the provision of adequate time for principal and

teacher interaction on instructional goals, methods, and materials.

Principal Item

Adequate time is
provided for prin-
cipal/teacher
interaction on in-
structional goals,
methods, and
materials. (Q. 51)

Table H-6

Principals' Perceptions of the Allotment of Adequate
Time for Principal and Teacher Interaction on

Instructional Goals, Methods, and Materials

Auge Disagree 19111
Percent Percent Percent

(Number) fNumber) (Number)

50.0
(10)

50.0
(10)

100.0%
(20)

The principals were evenly split on their perceptions of this item as shown in Table H-

6. Fifty-percent agreed that adequate time is provided for principal and teacher interaction

on instructional matters, while 50 percent disagreed.

C. Teacher Responsealv__Comparison Groups

This section presents teachers' perceptions of staff development items for the fol-

lowing six sub-categories of Effective Schools: (1) all Hispanic with all Black; (2) all New

with all Original; (3) all Black New with all Black Original; (4) all Hispanic New with

all Hispanic Original; (5) all Black New with all Hispanic New; and (6) all Black

Original with all Hispanic Original. Each staff development item is presented as a table

heading and data from the responses of all groups are compared for this item, by the sub-

categories of teacher mentioned above in the table.

Comparative percentages between groups were used to discern significant differences

between perceptions of teacher comparison groups.
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Teacher comparison group's perceptions are presented in Table H-7 for the item on the

principal promoting staff development for the faculty. All teacher comparison groups, with

the exception of Hispanic Original School teachers, reported that more than half of their

respondents agreed that their principal is very active in promoting staff development

activities for the faculty. A large percentage of Hispanic Original School teachers (43 per-

cent) reported that they disagreed with the statement.
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Table H-7

Teacher Comparison Groups' Perceptions of the Principals'
Encouragement of Teachers to Enhance Teaching Skills.

(The principal is very active in promoting staff
development activities for the faculty - Q. 25).

Comparison Groups

Ague
Percent

iNumber)

lindesidul
Percent

alumharl

Disagree
Percent

(Number)

All Hispanic 59.1 15.5 25.4
with (42) (11) (11)

All Black 68.4 9.0 22.6
(106) (14) (35)

All New 71.7 11.6 16.7
with (99) (16) (23)

All Original 55.7 10.2 34.1
(49) (9) (30)

Black New 76.1 8.0 15.9
with (67) (7) (14)

Black Original 58.2 10.5 31.3
(39) (7) (21)

Hisparic New (,-..0 18.0 18.0
with (32) (9) -(9)

Hispanic Original 47.6 9.5 42.9
(10) (2) (9)

Black New 76.1 8.0 15.9
with (67) (7) (14)

Hispanic New 64.0 18.0 18.0
(32) (9) (9)

Black Original 58.2 10.5 31.3
with (39) (7) (21)

Hispanic Original 47.6 9.5 42.9
(10) (2) (9)

1. 3



There was no statistical significance found on the issue of teachers who attend work-

shops sharing their learning with their fellow colleagues (see Table H-8). Teachers were

asked about formal mechanisms to disseminate information on staff development, this is

reported in Table H-9. No statistical significance was found in teacher comparison

groups' responses to these questions.
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Table H-8

Teacher Comparison Groups' Perceptions of Teachers
Sharing StafT Development Information Obtained From

Programs and Workshops. (A teacher representative
attending staff development events regularly reports

his or her learning back to the rest of the
teachers - Q. 54).

Aar&
Percent

(Number)

Undecided Disagree
Percent Percent

iNumberl (Number)

All Hispanic 54.9 14.1 31.0
with (39) (10) (22)

All Black 66.0 9.6 24.4
(103) (15) (38)

All New 63.8 14.5 21.7
with (88) (20) (30)

All Original 60.7 5.6 33.7
(54) (5) (30)

Black New 69.3 12.5 18.2
with (61) (11) (16)

Black Original 61.8 5.9 32.3
(42) (4) (22)

Hispanic New 54.0 18.0 28.0
with (27) (9) (14)

Hispanic Original 57.1 4.8 38.1
(12) (1) (8)

Black New 69.3 12.5 18.2
with (61) (11) (16)

Hispanic New 54.0 18.0 28.0
(27) (9) (14)

Black Original 61.8 5.9 32.3
with (42) (4) (22)

Hispanic Original 57.1 4.8 38.1
(12) (1) (8)



Table H-9

Teacher Comparison Groups° Perceptions of a Formal Mechanism
to Transmit Learning. (There is a formal mechanism within

the school for a teacher representative attending staff
development programs to transmit this information to the

rest of the teachers - Q. 55).

Comparison Groups

Lime Undecided Disagree
Percent Percent Percent

iliumbral iliumberl (Number)

All Hispanic 47.8 15.5 36.7
with (34) (11) (26)

All Black 57.0 13.5 29.5
(89) (21) (46)

All New 57.3 17.4 25.3
with (79) (24) (35)

All Original 49.4 9.0 41.6
(44) (8) (37)

Black New 62.5 15.9 21.6
with (55) (14) (19)

Black Original 50.0 10.3 39.7
(34) (7) (27)

Hispanic New 48.0 20.0 32.0
with (24) (10) (16)

Hispanic Original 47.6 4.8 47.6
(10) (1) (10)

Black New 62.5 15.9 21.6
with (55) (14) (19)

Hispanic New 48.0 20.0 32.0
(24) (10) (16)

Black Original 50.0 10.3 39.7
with (34) (7) (27)

Hispanic Original 47.6 4.8 47.6
(10) (1) (10)



DISCUSSION PAPER I

Parental Involvement
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The items presented in Table I-1 show the principals' perceptions of planned parent-

teacher conferences, including the frequency of parental attendance.

Table I-1

Parent-Teacher Conferences As Perceived By Principals and Teachers

Au.= Undecided Disagree Total
Percent Percent Percent Percent

(Number) (Numberl (Numberl (Nurnberg

Principal Item

Parent-teacher con-
ferences other than
those on report
cards are regularly
scheduled to ex-
change views on
student progress. 45.0
(Q. 65) (9)

Teacher Item

Ninety to one
hundred percent of
your students'
parents attend
scheduled parent-
teacher conferences
(Q. 18)

MOP 55.0 100.0%
20)

32.0 7.1 60.9 100.0%
(72) (16) (137) (225)

Fifty-five percent of the principals disagreed, "That parent- teacher conferences, other

than those on report cards, are regularly scheduled to exchange views on student

progress." Forty-five percent of the principals indicated incidences of regularly

scheduled conferences.

From the teachers' point of view, attendance by parents at parent-teacher conferences

is problematic. Less than one in three teachers (32 percent) agreed that 90-100 percent of

their students' parents attend scheduled parent-teacher conferences; over half (60.9

percent) disagreed (see Table I-1).

Teacher comparison groups differed significantly in two instances.
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Teachers in the five Hispanic schools (including both the Original and New) differed

from teachers in the 15 Black schools (also both Original and New). Those working in the

Hispanic schools (51.4 percent) were more likely to agree with the statement that, "Ninety

to one hundred percent of your students' parents attend scheduled parent-teacher

conferences" than were teachers working in the Black schools (23.2 percent). A

statistically significant difference was found in contrasting Black Original School

teachers with Hispanic Original School teachers. Hispanic Original School teachers (55.0

percent) were more likely than Black Original School teachers (17.9 percent) to perceive a

high level of parent involvement. As can be seen, these figures represent just about half

Hispanic School teachers compared to less than one in five in the predominantly Bit k

Schools.

No other statistical significance was found.
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Table 1-2

Parent-Teacher Conferences as Perceived by Teacher
Comparison Groups. (Ninety to one hundred percent

of your students' parents attend scheduled
paient-teacher conferences - Q. 18).

CQMOIrifiaILGriluo

Agri& Undecided Disagree
Percent Percent Percent

(Number) Muller/ (Number)

All Hispanic * 51.4 5.7 42.9

with (36) (4) (30)

All Black 23.2 7.7 69.1
(11) (12) (107)

All New 35.5 6.5 58.0

with (49) (9) (80)

All Original 26.4 8.1 65.5
(23) (7) (57)

Black New 27.3 7.9 64.8

with (24) (7) (57)

Black Original 17.9 7.5 74.6
(12) (5) (50)

Hispanic New 50.0 4.0 46.0
with (25) (2) (23)

Hispanic Original 55.0 10.0 35.0
(11) (2) (7)

Black New 27.3 7.9 64.8

with (24) (7) (57)

Hispanic New 50.0 4.0 46.0
(25) (2) (23)

Black Original * 17.9 7.5 74.6

with (12) (5) (50)
Hi spanic Origi nal 55.0 10.0 35.0

P .05

(2) (7)
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B. leagherlersotion'2ef_arent. Involvement
Teachers and parents interactions were explored by asking teachers if they had ways,

other than conferences and report cards, to communicate student progress to parents (Table

1-3) -- such as home visits, telephone calls, newsletters and regular notes sent to the home

(I-3). Teachers also were asked to determine if they perceive that parents visit classrooms

to observe the instructional program. Four out of five say parents seldom visit (Table 1-3).

Teacher Item

Beyond parent confer-
ences and report cards,
teachers in this school
have several other ways
for communicating stu-
dent progress to
parents. (Q. 52)

Home visits, phone
calls, newsletter,
regular notes, etc.
are ways that most
teachers frequently
use to communicate
with parents in this
school. (Q. 44)

Very few parents
of students in your
class visit the
school to observe
the instructional
program.) (Q. 34)

=6.
Table 1-3

Parent-Teacher Interaction

Au= Undecided Disagree Total
Percent Percent Percent Percent

I Number) Number) INumber)

69.5 11.5 L9.0 100.0%
(157) (26) (43) (226)

85.7 6.7 7.6 100.0%
(193) (15) (17) (225)

79.1 3.6 17.3 100.0%
(174) (8) (38) (220)



A majority of the teachers (69.5 percent), believed that teachers have other ways of

communicating students' progress to parents, beyond parent conferences and report cards.

Only 19.0 percent disagreed.

When teacher perceptions were compared between the categories, there were two

significant differences. (See Table 1-4).

Hispanic Original School teachers reported means other than conferences and report

cards to communicate student progress to parents did so significantly more (85.7 percent)

than did New Hispanic School teachers (56.0 percent).

The second statistically significant difference was the percentage difference between

Black New School teachers and Hispanic New School teachers. The Black New School

teachers (72.7 percent) more often indicated use of other ways to report student progress

than did Hispanic New School teachers (56.0 percent).

Comparison of teacher groups on frequent ways to communicates is in Table 1-5.

Nearly 86 percent felt that, "Home visits, phone calls, news-letters, regular notes, etc., are

ways that most teachers frequently use to communicate with parents in this school." No

statistical significance was found in teacher comparison groups' perceptions of ways they

communicate to parents.
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Table 1-4

Teachers' Method of Communicating Other than Parent-Teacher
Conferences and Report Cards. (Beyond parent conferences

and report cards, teachers in this school have several
other ways for communicating student progress

to parents - Q. 52).

Comparison Groups

Alum Undecided Disagree
Percent Percent Percent

(Number) (Number) (Number)

All Hispanic 64.8 12.7 22.5
with (46) (9) (16)

All Black 71.6 11.0 17.4
(11) (17) (27)

All New 66.7 13.8 19.5
with (92) (19) (27)

All Original 73.9 7.9 18.2
(65) (7) (16)

Black New 72.7 12.5 14.8
with (64) (11) (13)

Black Original 70.1 9.0 20.9
(47) (6) (14)

Hispanic New * 56.0 16.0 28.0
with (28) (8) (14)

Hispanic Original 85.7 4.8 9.5
(18) (1) (2)

Black New * 72.7 12.5 14.8
with (64) (11) (13)

Hispanic New 56.0 16.0 28.0
(28) (8) (14)

Black Original 70.1 9.0 20.9
with (47) (6) (14)

Hispanic Original 85.7 4.8 9.5
(18) (1) (2)

.05
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Table 1-5

Teacher Comparison Groups' Perceptions of Ways to Communicate
With Parents. (Home visits, phone call , newsletter,

regular notes, etc., are ways to communicate
with parents in this school - Q. 44).

Cs/mar:tun Sumo

Agleft Undecided Disagree
Percent Percent Percent

fNumber) fligmharl (Number)

All Hispanic Original 90.0 2.9 7.1
with (63) (2) (5)

All Black Original 83.9 8.4 7.7
(130) (13) (12)

All New 84.7 8.0 7.3

with (116) (11) (10)
All Original 87.5 4.5 8.0

(77) (4) (7)

Black New 81.8 10.2 8.0
with (72) (9) (7)

Black Original 86.6 6.0 7.4
(53) (4) (5)

Hispanic New
with

Hispanic Original

89.8
(44)

90.5

4.1
(2)
1110

6.1
(3)

9.5
(19) (2)

Black New 81.8 10.2 8.0
with (72) (9) (7)

Hispanic New 89.8 4.1 6.1
(44) (2) (3)

Black Original
with

Hispanic Original

86.6
(53)

90.5

6.0
(4)
110.

7.4
(5)

9.5
(19) (2)
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No statistically significant differences were found between comparison groups, re:

parents visiting the school to observe the instructional program. (See Table 1-6.)
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Table 1-6

Teacher Comparison Groups' Perceptions of Parents
Visiting the School. (Very few parents of students

in your class visit the school to observe the
instructional program - Q. 34).

fannarilan_arSiLli

Ali Hispanic Original
with

All Black Original

&au
Percent

fliumheal

78.8
(52)

79.2
(122)

ladrisida
Percent

(Number)

1.5
(1)

4.6
(7)

Disagree
Percent

(Number)

19.7
(13)

16.2
(25)

All New Effective 79.9 4.5 15.6
with (107) (6) (21)

All Original 77.9 2.3 19.8
(67) (2) (17)

Black New 79.5 5.7 14.8
with (70) (5) (13)

Black Original 78.8 3.0 18.2
(52) (2) (12)

Hispanic New 80.4 2.2 17.4
with (37) (1) (8)

Hispanic Original 75.0 25.0
(15) (5)

Black New 79.5 5.7 14.8
with (70) (5) (13)

Hispanic New 80.4 2.2 17.4
(37) (1) (8)

Black Original 78.8 3.0 18.2
with (52) (5) (12)

Hispanic Original 75.0 25.0
(15) (5)
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C. InvoLvement in School Based Groups

atLuctured Involvement
The following items presented in Table 1-7 report on principals' perception on the

parent advisory council meetings, local school council meetings and PTA meetings is a

means of generating parental involvement.

Teachers were asked whether there was an active parent/school group in their school.

Principal Items

Parent Advisory
Council meetings
rarely generate
active involvement
in this school.
(Q. 59)

Local School Council
meetings generate
active parent
involvement in this
school. (Q. 62)

In general, PTA
meetings generate
active parent
involvement in this
school. (Q. 61)

Teacher Item

There is an active
parent/school group
in this school that
involves many
parents. (Q. 35)

Table 1-7

Parental Involvement in School Groups

AgLte Undecided DIU= Taal
Percent Percent Percent Percent

(Number) INumber) (Number) (Number)

20.0
(4)

64.7

60.0
(9)

80.0 100.0%
(16) (20)

35.3 100.0%
(6) (20)

40.0 100.0%
(6) (15)

38.9 12.4 48.7
(88) (28)

100.0%
(110) (226)
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The principals felt there is fair amount of parental-involvement in their schools while

teachers appear to be more split on their perceptions. Specifically, 80 percent of the

principals disagreed with the statement, "Parent Advisory Council meetings rarely

generate active involvement in this school." On the other hand, 64.7 percent of the

principals thought that local school council meetings generated active school involvement

in the school. The majority of the principals (60 percent) thought that Parent-Teacher

Association meetings generated active parent involvement.

Teachers were asked simply to respond to whether or not there was an active

parent/school group and whether or not it involved many parents. The results were quite

mixed here. Nearly half of the teachers (48.7 percent) did not perceive an active

parent/school group in their school while only four out of ten (38.9 percent) perceived that

one exists. Slightly more than one out of ten (12.4 percent) of the teachers comprised the

undecided category. If this percentage of teachers decided to respond affirmatively, the

addition of their responses to the agreement category would raise it beyond 50 percent. All

the teachers would then be nearly split on their agreement or disagreement of this item.

Then these results would more closely maL,Ii the principals'perceptions. Teachers do not

see the same degree of parental involvement reported by principals.

Teacher perceptions on the one item, "There is an active parent/school group in this

school that involves many parents," was compared and analyzed based on the effective

elementary school programs in which they worked. Table 1-8 reports teacher comparison

groups' perceptions of this issue and indicates whether percentage difference occurring

between these groups are statistically significant.

In three instances of teacher perceptions, significant differences were found. The

first difference occurred between all Hispanic Effective School teachers, and those in all

Black Effective Schools. As seen from the percentages found in Table 1-8, Hispanic School

teachers were more likely to agree that their schools had an active parent/school group than

were the Black School teachers.

A majority of Hispanic Original School teachers (71.4 percent) agreed that th-eir school

had an active parent/school group while only 49 percent Hispanic New School teachers felt

so.
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Table 1-8

Teacher Comparison Groups' Perceptions of Active
Parent/School Organizations. (There is an active

parent/school group in this school that
involves many parents - Q. 35).

famparison Grouus

Ann
Percent

(Number)

Unduided
Percent

(Number)

Disagree
Percent

(Number)

All Hispanic * 55.7 7.1 37.2
with (39) (5) (26)

All Black 31.4 14.7 53.9
(49) (23) (84)

All New 40.9 13.1 46.0
with (56) (18) (63)

All Original 36.0 11.2 52.8
(32) (10) (47)

Black New 36.4 15.9 47.7
with (32) (14) (42)

Black Original 25.0 13.2 61.8
(17) (n) (42)

Hispanic New * 49.0 8.2 42.8
with (24) (4) (21)

Hispanic Original 71.4 4.8 23.8
(15) (1) (5)

Black New 36.4 15.9 47.7
vnth (32) (14) (42)

Hispanic New 49.0 8.2 42.8
(24) (4) (21)

Black Original 25.0 13.2 61.8
with (17) (9) (42)

Hispanic Original 71.4 4.8 23.8
(15) (1) (5)

P _,c .05
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D. Parent/School Support Networks

The school system has been concerned about parental support as a means of

increasing effective education to the student. The questions focusus on whether parents

were involved in home and school support networks. Teachers basically were asked

whether they thought parents were involved in overall home and school support networks.

Principals were asked to respond to whether their schools offered training programs which

assisted parents in working with their children at home. The results of both items are

reported in Table 1-9.

Principal Item

This school offers
training programs
that assist parents
in working with
their children in
the home. (Q. 64)

Teacher Item

Many parents are
involved in an over-
all home and school
network. (Q. 36)

Table 1-9

Perception of Parent/School Support Network

Attu, Linderified Disagree Total
Percent Percent Percent Percent

(Number) fliumhez1 (Number) (Number)

68.4
(13)

31.6 100.0%
(6) (19)

29.4 15.2 55.4 100.0%

(66) (34) (124) (224)

While principal and teacher items are not equivalent in the way they are stated, they

both assess perceptions around parent-support networks. The principals' item is specific

and refers to parent training programs as a form of support while the teacher item is

general and asks teachers to respond to whether parents are involved in an over-all home

and school support network. The results of their responses are different, however.

Approximately two out of three principals (68.4 percent) agreed that their schools offered

training programs which assisted parents in working with their children in the home, but
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only one out of three teachers (29.4 percent) agreed that many of the parents were involved

in an overall home and school support network.

Teachers' responses were further analyzed by comparing data between-teacher

comparison groups. Table 1-10 presents the results of these comparisons.

Significant differences were found between two teacher comparison groups. The first

difference occurred between all Hispanic School teachers and those in all Black Schools.

Hispanic School teachers were more likely to agree that, "Many parents are involved in an

overall home and school support network in those in the Black Original and New schools."

As seen in Table 1-10, 41.2 percent of Hispanic School teachers agreed with the statement,

while only 24.4 percent of Black School teachers agreed.

The second significant difference occurred between the Black Original School

teachers and their counterparts who work in the Hispanic Original Schools. Forty-five

percent of Hispanic Original Schools teachers thought that many of the parents were

involved in an overall home and school support network while only 16.2 percent of Black

Original School teachers thought this to be the case.
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Table I-10

Teacher Comparison Groups' Perceptions of Parents Involved
in Overall Home and School Support Networks. (Many parents

are involved in overall home and school support
networks - Q. 36).

Compariscn Groups

All Hispanic *
with

All Black

Agrie Undecided Disagree
Percent Percent Percent

(Number) (Number) (Number)

41.2
(28)

24.4
(38)

10.3
(7)

17.3
(27)

48.5
(33)

58.3
(91)

All New
with

All Original

33.8
(46)

22.7
(20)

14.7
(20)

15.9
(14)

51.5
(70)

61.4
(54)

Black New
with

Black Original

30.6
(27)

16.2
(11)

18.2
(16)

16.2
(11)

51.2
(45)

67.6
(46)

Hispanic New
with

Hispanic Original

39.6
(19)

45.0
(9)

8.3
(4)

15.0
(3)

52.1
(25)

40.0
(8)

Black New 30.6 18.2 51.2
with (27) (16) (45)

Hispanic New 39.6 8.3 52.1
(19) (4) (25)

Black Original * 16.2 16.2 67.6
with (11) (11) (46)

Hispanic Original 45.0 15.0 40.0
(9) (3) (8)

P .05
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Eighty percent of the principals agreed that parents were highly involved in their

school and 90.0 percent thought that programs planned for special groups of parents, e.g.

kindergarten, preschool programs, etc. generated active parent involvement. Bilingual

programs, according to 71.4 percent of the principals, were effective in promoting parent

involvement, though they were somewhat less effective when compared to special

programs. In response to the statement, "A large proportion of parents volunteer to assist

with activities," 45.0 percent of the principals agreed, but 55.0 percent did not agree.
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